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CELEBRATING OUR

(DESIGNED BY ED BENGUIAT) WERE

25TH ANNIVERSARY THIS YEAR, INTER-

ACTUALLY THE INITIAL TWO TYPEFACES BROUGHT TO

NATIONAL TYPEFACE CORPORATION HAS MUCH HIS-

MARKET BY ITC. AND SO BEGAN ITC'S LONG HISTORY OF COL-

TORY TO REFLECT ON AND AS MUCH TO TELL ABOUT ITS

LABORATING WITH EXCEPTIONAL TYPE DESIGNERS AND ACTIVELY EN-

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE. ITC HELPED SHAPE THE TYPE INDUSTRY AS

COURAGING NEW TALENT TO ENTER THE FIELD. TONY STAN, HERMANN ZAPF,

WE KNOW IT TODAY, AND CONTINUES TO ADAPT AND RESPOND WITH NEW

MATTHEW CARTER, ERIK SPIEKERMANN AND SUMNER STONE ARE JUST SOME

DIGITAL PRODUCTS AS TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES AND THE NEEDS OF TYPE USERS

OF THE MANY RENOWNED CONTRIBUTORS TO THE ITC LIBRARY. AS YOU'LL SEE BY THE

EXPAND AND CHANGE. * IN 1970 WHEN THE COMPANY WAS FOUNDED, THE GRAPHIC

DISTINCTIVE TYPEFACES INTRODUCED IN THIS ISSUE OF U&Ic, THE TRADITION OF WORK-

ARTS INDUSTRY WAS UNDERGOING PROFOUND CHANGES; NEW PHOTOTYPESETTING

ING WITH OUTSTANDING TYPE DESIGNERS CONTINUES AT ITC. * TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES,

TECHNOLOGY WAS ALTERING THE WAY TYPE WAS CREATED, THE WAY TYPE WAS SET, AND

FROM THE NEW BREED OF TYPE IMAGING EQUIPMENT OF THE 70'S TO THE

THE WAY DESIGNERS WORKED WITH TYPE. CONSEQUENTLY, THE MARKET

DIGITAL WORLD OF THE 90'S, HAVE TRANSFORMED THE TYPE USER AS

FOR TYPE WAS ON THE BRINK OF A TRANSFORMATION. ENTER ITC'S

WELL. TODAY'S TYPE USER IS NOT JUST THE PRINT PROFESSIONAL;

FOUNDERS, AARON BURNS, HERB LUBALIN AND ED RONDTHALER,
THREE PRESTIGIOUS DESIGN AND TYPE PROFESSIONALS WHO REC-

IT'S ANYONE WITH A COMPUTER. AS ART DIRECTORS, DESIGNERS

OGNIZED THE NEED FOR AN INDEPENDENT TYPE FOUNDRY THAT

AND STUDENTS WORK IN DIGITAL MEDIA THEY NEED A WIDER,

WOULD PROVIDE ORIGINAL TYPE DESIGNS TO MANUFACTURERS

MORE VERSATILE RANGE OF TYPEFACES. IN RESPONSE, ITC ENTERED THE DIGITAL REALM WITH CAREFULLY RENDERED DIGITAL

OF TYPE IMAGING EQUIPMENT. ITC WAS THE FIRST COMPANY TO

FONTS AND IS NOW BROADENING ITS DIGITAL RANGE. * WITH PLANS

LICENSE TYPE ON A NON-EXCLUSIVE BASIS TO MANUFACTURERS

TO RELEASE OVER 120 FACES PER YEAR, ITC IS AGGRESSIVELY EXPANDING

WHO WOULD PAY ROYALTIES ON THE FONTS THEY SOLD. THOSE ROYALTIES

THE SCOPE OF ITS TYPE LIBRARY TO INCLUDE MORE CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS, AS WELL

MEANT THAT THE SUCCESS OF THE TYPE DESIGN WOULD DIRECTLY BENEFIT ITS CREATOR.

AS NEW TYPE CONCEPTS AND TYPE-RELATED UTILITIES. AMONG THE ORIGINAL DESIGNS

ITC'S APPROACH WAS IN SHARP CONTRAST TO THE TRADITION OF TYPESETTER MAN-

ITC IS RELEASING ON A QUARTERLY BASIS WILL BE DISTINCTIVE DISPLAY FACES,

UFACTURERS OFFERING TYPE SOLELY TO USERS OF THEIR EQUIPMENT, BUT IT

INVENTIVE IMAGE FONTS, AND NON-LATIN ALPHABETS. ITC'S LATEST RELEASE

WORKED, WAS ACCEPTED AND BECAME THE STANDARD WAY OF DOING BUSI-

OF 21 FRESH FACES MAKES ITS DEBUT IN THIS ISSUE OF U&Ic (PAGES 28-

NESS. * ITC EFFECTIVELY BECAME A TYPEFACE PUBLISHER, AND HAS

33). THE FACES ARE AVAILABLE FROM ITC DIRECTLY AS WELL AS

GONE ON TO CREATE, REFINE AND RELEASE OVER 700 TYPEFACE DE-

THROUGH LICENSED ITC SUBSCRIBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS.

SIGNS, ALL PRODUCED TO MEET THE HIGHEST QUALITY STAN-

* ANOTHER MAJOR ADDITION TO THE ITC LIBRARY

DARDS. THE NOW UBIQUITOUS ITC AVANT GARDE

COMES FROM THE LETRASET

GOTHIC — (DESIGNED BY HERB

FONTEK" LINE OF

LUBALIN) AND

DISPLAY TYPEFACES NOW DISTRIBUTED BY ITC. THIS COLLECTION, WHICH INCLUDES MANY

WITH GALAPAGOS DESIGN GROUP, WHICH ENABLES US TO OPTIMIZE OUR PRODUCTION AND

UNIQUE AND TRENDSETTING FACES FROM SOME EXCEPTIONAL CONTEMPORARY DESIGN-

PROVIDE TIMELY, COMPREHENSIVE TYPE SOLUTIONS. UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, GALAPAGOS

ERS, IS AN EXCELLENT COMPLEMENT TO ITC'S EXISTING LIBRARY. COMBINING THE FONTEK

IS CREATING DIGITAL GOLDEN MASTERS OF ITC TYPEFACES IN INDUSTRY STANDARD

LINE WITH THE ITC LIBRARY CREATES A RANGE OF NEARLY 1000 FONTS THAT ARE AVAIL-

FORMATS, WHICH MEANS THAT READY-TO-MARKET DIGITAL VERSIONS OF ITC TYPEFACES

THE OVERALL QUALITY AND COHESION OF THE

ARE AVAILABLE TO OEMS AND END-USERS. ALL THIS RAPID CHANGE AND EXPANSION

ABLE IN FINISHED DIGITAL FORM.

HAS REQUIRED ITC TO DEVELOP NEW MARKETING AND SALES TACTICS,

FONTEK LINE IS DUE TO THE CONSUMMATE SKILL AND COMMITMENT TO

WHICH IN TURN HAS MEANT BRINGING ON NEW STAFF FOR THOSE

QUALITY OF COLIN BRIGNALL, WHO WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

AREAS. RECENTLY, ITC APPOINTED HAROLD GREY AS SENIOR

MANAGEMENT OF THE FONTEK LIBRARY AT LETRASET. BRIGNALL IS A DESIGNER OF SUCCESSFUL TYPEFACES IN HIS

ACCOUNT MANAGER, AND KIMBERLY ANDERSON AS MAR-

OWN RIGHT, AND HIS SUBTLE AND CREATIVE APPROACH TO

KETING MANAGER. THESE TWO SALES AND MARKETING
PROFESSIONALS BOTH BRING SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCE IN

THE ART DIRECTION OF THE LINE HAS BEEN KEY TO ITS SUC-

THE FIELDS OF TYPE AND TECHNOLOGY. A FORMER JOURNALIST,

CESS. SINCE TYPE USERS OFTEN NEED TYPEFACE COMPLE-

GREY ATTENDED PARSONS SCHOOL OF DESIGN TO LEARN MORE ABOUT

MENTS—SYMBOLS, BORDERS, LINE ART, TEXTURES, PHOTOGRAPHY—
ALL IN DIGITAL FORM, ITC IS NOW OFFERING A VARIETY OF THESE DIGITAL PROD-

TYPOGRAPHY AND GRAPHIC DESIGN. IN 1989, HE JOINED LETRASET GDS AS THE

UCTS FROM LETRASET. THIS EXCITING ARRAY OF DESIGN RESOURCES INCLUDES

DIVISION'S TYPE PRODUCT MANAGER, OVERSEEING THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

BORDER FONTS, DESIGNFONTS, BACKGROUNDS & BORDERS. TEXTURES & TONES,

OF FONTSTUDIO AS WELL AS THE LAUNCH OF THE FONTEK LINE OF DISPLAY TYPE-

FONTEK ENVELOPES AND PHOTOTONE ALPHABETS. ITC WILL ACT AS THE EXCLUSIVE

FACES. GREY JOINED ITC IN 1992 AS A CONSULTANT ON SEVERAL KEY PROJECTS

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLIER FOR THIS PRODUCT LINE. WITH ALL THESE ADDITIONS

AND WAS NAMED SENIOR ACCOUNT MANAGER IN APRIL OF THIS YEAR. ANDERSON,

TO OUR LIBRARY, WE'RE PLEASED TO SAY THAT ITC TYPEFACES ARE NOW MORE

WHO HOLDS A BA IN BUSINESS/MARKETING, WAS FORMERLY A PRODUCT MANAGER AT LETRASET USA WHERE SHE WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR INTRO-

ACCESSIBLE THAN EVER BEFORE THROUGH SEVERAL ITC SUBSCRIBERS

DUCING NEW TYPE AND GRAPHIC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS. SHE

AND DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS. IN ADDITION, ITC IS PROVIDING

HANDLED STRATEGIC PLANNING AND MARKETING AS WELL AS

EACH DISTRIBUTOR WITH DIGITAL GOLDEN MASTERS FOR EACH

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT ON AN IN-

TYPEFACE. MAKING IT FASTER AND LESS EXPENSIVE FOR MANU-

TERNATIONAL BASIS. ANDERSON JOINED ITC IN JULY OF THIS YEAR.

FACTURERS TO PRODUCE FONTS. THE USE OF ITC GOLDEN MASTERS

FOR 25 YEARS ITC'S MISSION HAS BEEN TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE

ALSO ELIMINATES THE VARIATIONS IN DESIGN THAT SURFACE WHEN EACH
COMPANY MANUFACTURES ITS OWN VERSION OF THE TYPEFACE. AS A RESULT OF THIS

RAPIDLY CHANGING DESIGN INDUSTRY. TO CONTINUE ON THIS COURSE AND KEEP PACE,

NEW DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY, ITC TYPEFACES WILL REACH THE END-USER MORE

ITC WILL CONTINUE TO EVOLVE AND ADD NEW DIMENSIONS TO ITS ROLE. WE CONTINUE
TO COLLABORATE WITH THE DESIGN COMMUNITY AND THE EVER-EXPANDING BASE OF

QUICKLY, MORE EFFICIENTLY AND WITH MORE CONSISTENT DESIGN INTEGRITY. EVEN
AS WE PUT THESE NEW PRODUCTS AND PROGRAMS IN PLACE, WE ANTICIPATE CONTINUING

VISUAL COMMUNICATORS WORKING IN THE DIGITAL WORLD, AND WE ARE GEARING UP

CHANGES IN THE GRAPHICS AND TYPE INDUSTRY. IN ORDER TO STAY RESPONSIVE AND

TO MEET THEIR NEEDS WITH NEW DESIGNS, NEW PEOPLE, AND THE SAME UNWAVERING
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE.

POISED FOR NEW MARKET DEMANDS, WE HAVE FORMED A DEVELOPMENT ARRANGEMENT

HEADLINE: ITC OFFICINA SERIF BOLD TEXT: ITC FRANKLIN GOTHIC DEMI CONDENSED, DEMI CONDENSED ITALIC; ITC ZAPF DINGBATS
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"I BROWSED THE WORLD WEB. I FISHED IT FROM MY NODE ON A
BUILDING HOST THAT SERVED UP MORE MEGABITS A SECOND THAN
I COULD REQUEST. BY KEYING IN SHORT ELECTRONIC ADDRESSES,

Man, Myth

IN A RECENT INTERVIEW, NOVELIST RICHARD POWER!

G A L A T E A 2.2 by Richard Powers is a powerful
contemporary fable about an experiment to teach a computer to read. In
it, the author seamlessly meditates on the nature of learning and linguistics, the power of literature and its ability to transform, the craft of writing, and, not incidentally, the meaning of love and life. Deconstructionist
literary debates and discussions on cognitive neuroscience are embedded in the dialogue. The plot also provides a mind-gripping crash course
in connectionist theories on the development of neural net artificial intelligence. Galatea 2.2 is erudite, yet accessible. In it, Powers recreates
himself as the fictional hero and the narrative voice. This protagonist is a
novelist and the humanist attached to a computer center who reassesses
his life while fictitiously bringing a machine to life.
In conversation, Powers confirms that he has many things in common with his alter ego, including a philosophical embracing of art and
science. He, like his fictional hero, has had "a long-standing membership
in the computer network culture!' He was an appointee at an interdisciplinary research center at the University of Illinois in Urbana which
provided the inspiration for the lab in Galatea 2.2, and, now at :38, the
author of five acclaimed novels, he is considered a spokesperson for the
relationship of fiction and technology.
Powers is comfortable with the role of fiction in a computer culture.
Although doomsayers have predicted the end of literacy and the disappearance of books because of the dominance of digital media, he in no
way accepts the demise of fiction as an art form because he believes it ful
fills a basic human need. Powers states, "We want things that have a classic Aristotelian shape: a beginning, a middle and an end!' He elaborates
on how the interpretations of human life through fictive work help make
sense of it. "Familiarity is a prison, but a prison that's liberating, enabling
If we submit to the constraints, if we mourn the death that we didn't want
to happen, if we suffer the rejection at the hands
of loved ones whom we wanted too badly, then the
story's outcome retroactively gives shape to and

makes sense of the linear developments that lead up to it!' And providing
endings, he says, paraphrasing critic Frank Kerniode, is of utmost importance in life: "We are born in the middle of things, we live in the middle of
things and we die in the middle of things. Fiction can provide linearity
with an ending, and this shape and form is necessary!'
Technology, on the other hand, is impacting on how fiction is conveyed and perceived. Powers recalls that when he got his first PC 20 years
ago, he "instantly wanted to write for this new medium' But, because of
the limitations in platforms and rapid changes in technology, he is now
glad he did not put his efforts into creating media fiction. Theoretically,
Powers is interested in the potential of interactive fiction, but so far he
feels this form is too limited. "I thought how interesting, and truly stochastic or non-deterministic interactive fiction might be. Right now, the
interactive fiction that you commonly see, whether literary or gamelike, tends to be very deterministic in the sense that the whole thing is
plotted like a flowchart. In .Myst or other filmic adventures, the reader's
activity is really limited to choosing paths that already exist. This interaction doesn't really create an environment where the reader is co-conspirator or co-author of the text. Now I think the power is there in desktop
technology to create a very different approach to the narrative, one in
which there is a greater autonomy of agents, that involves readers in the
narrative. The technology is available, but a truly interactive form will
probably be developed by some entrepreneurial type working with a
monastic devotion, because the industry is more interested hi marketing and not particularly interested in developing something that doesn't
look like anything else',' he suggests.
As for the proliferation of the CD-ROM, Powers is impressed by the
new incarnations that have been given this "aging storing medium' He
reports that friends attending the American Book Association Convention
"were looking around to make sure it was the book
convention, that they had not stumbled into a coni•
puter expo by mistake. This really was the year of

I CONNECTED TO MACHINES ALL OVER THE FACE OF THE EARTH.
THE Ii B: YET ANOTH/iR 'TOTAL DISORIE\NTATION TH/AT'BECAME
STATUS 0 0 W I T H O Ujf AN\YONE REAIIIZIG IT." FROill

fk\LATEA 2.2/

andMachine
EFLECTS ON PUBLISHING IN THE AGE OF HYPERTEXT.

mainstream penetration of CD-ROM in the industry;' he adds.
you mean paper and ink?" explaining that, "Words will always remain

Since one of the most important forums for new publishing is

important. Printed words bound together are important, but there is noth-

accessing texts on the Internet, Powers makes a few salient points about
its influence. Ile says, "\V 'hat's really interesting about surfing the Inter-

ing sacrosanct about a book as a book, a thing. When machines get light
enough, portable enough and palpable enough so that you can read a

net is that you decide u hat to look for based on content. You need to
know this, so ■ ou log on, browse around and see if you can <find it. You

screen the way that you read a piece of paper, the notion of a book can
go virtual. You can have a wireless modern and interact with text elec-

browse, flip the key, and if it is taking a long time for that page to come

tronically. Then the virtual simulation of a book will be complete!'

across, you hit the back key and yon go to the next page. So in a way

Even with an electronic, portable, interactive version of what might

this medium produces a change in cognitive expectation that, in turn,

have been a paperback, Powers speaks of this as the "juggling of the relationship between vessel and content?'

produces its own kind of thinking impediment. It provokes the sensation of 'I don't have a nanosecond, I've got to go on to the next thing:

Content is key. Powers' hero early in the novel cruises around the

When the net consolidates, it will be really interesting to see how it

World Wide Web, and observes, "But the longer I lurked, the sadder

ends up being used. What will be the qualitative difference in how peo-

the holiday became. People who used the web turned strange. In pub-

ple do research?" As for writing for or reading fiction on the Internet,

lic panels, they disguised their sexes, their ages, their names. They

Powers posits that the hypertext hotspot where \ on can click and imme

logged on to the electronic fray, adopting every violent persona but

diately change what you are reading results in cliff i( ult \ finishing even
one article, so reading longer fiction on the \\ eh
seems even less feasible.
Powers is also concerned about who uses

their ow n. They whizzed binary files at each other from across the
planet, the same planet where impoverished

GALATEA 2.2

villages looked upon a ball-point pen with

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1995

wonder. The web began to seem a vast, silent

THREE FARMERS ON

stock exchange trading in ever more anonymous and hostile pen pals.

the World Wide Web. He explains, "Put the Web
in its real economic context. It could be a universal revolution. It's not. It is ac tually going to

THEIR WAY TO A DANCE

exacerbate the difference between the haves and

Beech Tree Books, William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1985

the have nots, because it is almost more of

PRISONER'S DILEMMA

Wrier to the socially disenfranchised. Not only do
a

"The web was a neighborhood more
efficiently lonely than the one it replaced. Its
solitude was bigger and truster. When relent-

Beech Tree Books, William Morrow and Company Inc., 1988

less intelligence finally completed its program,

hey not have the money to get the equipment,
nit they're locked out of an entire culture that

THE GOLD BUG VARIATIONS

w hen the terminal drop box brought the last

William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1991

barefoot, abused child on line and everyone

vould make getting the equipment possible. So,
he virtuality isn't going to solve any of these
n.oblerns within our own country:'
Will books remain important in the future:
owers reflects on the question and asks, "Do

OPERATION WANDERING SOUL

could at last say anything instantly to every-

William Morrow and Company, Inc. 1993

one else in existence, it seemed to me we'd still

NOVELS BY RICHARD POWERS

have nothing to say to each other and many
more ways not to say it."

HEADLINSTEXT: ITC VEUOVIC BOOK, MEDIUM, MEDIUM ITALIC SUBHEAD/BYLINE/QUOTE/BOOK TITLES: ITC MIXAGE BLACK
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Publishing has always been about content. Technological innovations come around every so often to "revolutionize" the
industry, bringing new opportunities for some and looming oblivion for others. But through any revolution, whether it
involves metal type, phototype, or digital technology, success comes to those who master both the medium and the
of the content is difficult to predict, let alone comprehend—some people will continue to crave
content. The nature
Garfield whether he's on the comic pages, in an interactive CD-ROM, or an artificial intelligence presence on
of the content is producing a great deal of speculation. The future is not about
the Internet. But the form
replacing today's publishing model. It's about adding more to it.
There's no need to panic. Participating in a digital publishing future doesn't mean knowing
about file-transfer protocols and hypertext languages any more than producing material for print
requires knowing about fountain solutions and blanket tensions. Changes are happening
rapidly at service bureaus, printers, trade shops and labs. Knowing what skills are best left
to others is as critical as learning new ones. To this extent, designers need to think of
themselves more as directors of talent than producers of finished pieces.

In the future, publishing will be on-demand. This shouldn't surprise
anyone in a world where photos are processed in an hour and waiting a few seconds at the ATM seems intolerable. Most publishing revolutions are about speeding up the process of getting
content into the hands of the reader. That's why there's
currently so much interest in the Internet and twoway cable TV. Some people, it seems, will always
care about speed even if it carries a penalty
0

O

0

O

0

e

0

in quality.
And in the future publishing will be inter-

00

0

active. The days of passively experiencing a good
book are certainly not over, but the opportunities for
viewer participation in the publishing process are increasing. On the Internet and other mass-distribution schemes, creating a document is as much up to the reader as it is to the publisher.
Fortunately, future publishing will still be well designed. Bad
video and sound clips or an unsophisticated home page on the Internet's
World Wide Web are no easier to swallow than bad newspaper or magazine
layouts and crude printing. The World Wide Web has quickly shifted from a funky,
unsophisticated medium to one where Zima ads and Volvo brochures dazzle with
Madison-Avenue quality. Competition for "retina attention" in the electronic world is
greater than anywhere else.
But before we can successfully arrive at a well-designed, on-demand, interactive publishing future, many obstacles need to be overcome.

THERE IS SOME 6000 HEWS
For those of you who would rather everyone went back to hand-written correspondence and illuminated manuscripts, there are some compelling reasons to be excited about the current electronic publishing revolution. What's
happening on the Web and other networks is very similar to what happened ten years ago with the Macintosh—more
people are getting access to the publishing process. While that alone may not be considered a benefit, other associated
developments have great potential.

PUBLISHING

For one, electronic document dis-

and frame-relay access right now,

tribution is much less wasteful. Printing

which is adequate for the short term.

only the information you really need,
or not printing it at all, is more sensible

And ATM (not the Adobe type product,
but Asynchronous Transfer Mode), is

than hacking down trees just so they

just around the corner. This will allow

can end up in the recycling bin. And for

for two-way, high-resolution video

those of us whose livelihood depends

transfer and also remove the final

on the whimsical pricing policies of the

obstacle to complete interactivity.

paper industry, the less reliance on that
bunch the better.

Many standards in

ument field is because typeface de-

the screen of a video kiosk at the rent-

are significant. From three-dimensional,

al counter, box office or public library.
a.• ■•••■ •••41.•.10, VV.

.1271

11 OL.L.L1puy

u tut

copyright holder and the distributor,

we're in for some eye-popping visuals.

especially if we want home delivery.

them—that tends to cut into sales. But

WHEN TO JUMP IN?
If you've lost a job or client because
you don't know a technology—or you
just have a funny feeling you're being

on this too, of course. Ares has the Font
Chameleon and new MiniFont technologies, Bitstream has TrueDoc, ElseWare's
is called FontWorks, and Adobe has
a different approach in assuring font

NOBODY CAN AGREE
ON ANYTHING

term problem, and this is tied more to

hot area of software development right

market conditions than technical break-

now), we'll journey freely through vast

throughs. The point at which desktop

libraries, some full of brilliance and

computers took over the print-produc-

some full of Garfields.

tion world was when Adobe PostScript

production artist—a vigilant protector

ting these technologies supported on

of a company's "branding" across many

a system level (inside the Mac, PC or

different media.

UNIX machine itself), which has as

Since much more control is being

much to do with royalty schemes as it

tive publishing.

player. You can't compete in unfamil-

will be more like a consultant than a

existing type libraries. The key is get-

in the world of on-demand, interac-

a month), and certainly have a CD-ROM

tal change in how and where documents
are produced. The role of the designer

Lulu suppor t several. it is

unlikely that anyone will have to replace

of choice. There is no such standard

to the World Wide Web (as low as $20

end to print. But we will see a fundamen-

and in the interim, some people will

became the page description language

one should, by this time, have access

In our lifetime, there won't be an

One will emerge as the most popular,

LILO/ LV1Juy

irtaru_

informed perspective.

tems. Some work better than others.

the right navigation tools (which is a

it

the future, it should be from a fully

distributed over a wide variety of sys-

The lack of standards is also a short-

left out. it's time to trotith
w

iar territory, and if you choose to reject

fidelity among operating documents

information and knowledge banks. With

ARE TOO SLOW

related articles on pages 42 and 44.)

Several companies are working

is that of instant access to the world's

THE WIRES

developers don't like the idea of docu-

Super ATM. Each of these products takes

Perhaps the most exciting thought

marketplace and provide robust but
easy-to-navigate authoring tools. (See

document the way it was designed.

These developments are coming sooner
ity, on-demand printing devices.

the demands of thp

scriptions are such a problem. Font

you can't accurately display or print a

to the

high-definition, liquid-crystal displays,

than you may expect, as are high-qual-

companies address

without some sort of font description,

attached to the computer, through a

the graphic possibilities of the future

mrtnn7inne to

thin olontrnnin

about artistry. This will all change as

ments carrying font descriptions with

set-top modem on the television, or on

and

10

One of the main reasons there are so

We'll probably all have the choice

it by today's rather crude screen displays,

hnnirc

skills. Producing a worthwhile CD-ROM
is as much about programming as it is

of getting information via a modem

And though you might not realize

virtual-reality

THOSE PESKY OLO FONTS

put in the hands of the viewer (who

does with functionality.

will likely choose what to print, when

Adobe would certainly like their

to print it and what sort of device to

It won't be easy, though. First, there's

Acrobat format to be the dominant

the "bandwidth problem:' This means

method of electronic document trans-

YOU CAN'T BUILD

mat me phone wires, TV cables and

fer. But there's also Common Ground,

radio frequencies of the Fifties are worn

WITHOUT PROPER TOOLS

Envoy, Replica and others—all worthy

out—they can't carry enough data fast

contenders. And on the World Wide Web,

There's a sorry lack of creative tools in

enough to satisfy our voracious appe-

there are browsers—software applications that provide a standard viewing

the new publishing order. This problem
is of most immediate concern to the cre-

environment across multiple platforms.

ative community, spoiled by the ease of

annicas across the country in a truck

The most likely future scenario is for a

products like Photoshop, FreeHand and

is one thing—squeezing it through a

combination of many standards. Vendors

QuarkXPress, which do not require incred-

gauge phone wire and a slow modem is

will support whatever file formats their

ible skill sets to master. When it comes

quite another. This is a short-term prob-

customers want to view. Most compa-

to electronic documents, things are not

lem—I'd Guess that by

vies are giving away the technology for

currently so rosy. Producing for the World

one wants to be totally wired, they'll be

viewing documents—the profit will come

Wide Web now requires a knowledge

able to be. Most major cities have ISDN

GENE GABLE 15 THE PUBLISHER OF PUBLISH

from the authoring software (which

of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML),

(Integrated Services Digital Network)

MAGAZINE IN SAN FRANCISCO. HIS INTERNET

publishers and designers will buy).

and some fairly complex programming

POORESS IS GENE_GABLE0110UANGEO.0011.

tite for content.
Hauling a set of Encyclopedia Brit-

22

the time every2 -

print it on), the challenge to designers,

dII
.1.

WI IMES,

MUSIrators

and publishers is

to provide logical links between random bits of information. As documents
are created on the fly, they'll need to
carry a consistent message and "feel':
Democratic access to the publishing distribution channels ultimately
brings an even greater need for good
design and quality content. That part
of these periodic revolutions never
seems to change.

YES, DIGITAL PUBLISHING WILL BE FASTER, INTERACTIVE AND
•

•

ON-OEMAI10. EVENTUALLY, IT WILL BE WELL DESIGNED, TOO,
HEADLINE/BYLINE: ITC LUBALIN GRAPH BOOK, DEMI

SUBHEADS/B10: ITC ORBON BLACK, REGULAR

TEXT: ITC LUBALIN GRAPH MEDIUM CONDENSED, MEDIUM CONDENSED OBLIQUE, DEMI CONDENSED, DEMI CONDENSED OBLIQUE
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HE INTERIORS OF BOOKS HA
TRANSFORMED BY NEW TECHNOLOGY
AND AN INCREASED DESIRE
FOR INNOVATIVE
DESIGN

BY ANISTATIA MILLER

13

oolc design is an act of pure seduction.

Books lure readers into their pages and hold their attention for hours, days or even

years. A well-designed book has an intoxicating effect on readers by encouraging
them to savor precious moments and to relive certain sensations. But the transition from manuscript to book is neither magical nor incidental. Designers must
strike a harmonious balance between the author's message and its visualization in

•

TEXT

image.

Book designers know that their work enhances
the reader's participation in the author's physical and
emotional experience. But publishers are also beginning to recognize the marketability of a book's interior
design, since books must compete against a plethora
of new media. As Fabrizio LaRocca, creative director of
Fodor's travel guides points out, "People have a choice
of watching TV, reading magazines or books, or surfing
the Internet. Where books were once it, there are now
many people living without them. So publishers have
been forced to make book design more stimulating?'
Great book designs still have resonance hundreds of
years after publication. Innovative book interiors transcend trends and create a timeless, personal bond between
author and reader. Private presses are especially good at
perpetuating this effect, creating books so impactful that
when you open them they can take your breath away.
One example is Bruce Rogers' 1931 limited edition
of Homer's The Odyssey translated by T.E. Lawrence
(of Lawrence of Arabia fame), which was set in Rogers'
own Centaur typeface. Each chapter opens with a Grecian rondelle reproduced in black over 24-carat gold
leaf. Rogers justified the expense of his design simply:
"For one of the world's classics in a new translation by
one of the most noted Englishmen of his time, I thought
a somewhat monumental volume was called for...".
Unfortunately, Rogers was forced to resize and "tone

Trade book publishers have historically imposed stifling budget constraints and time limitations on designers.
The chance of applying great solutions to a best seller was
always pretty slim, unless you worked for design-savvy
publishers like Alfred A. Knopf or Farrar Straus & Giroux.
There were also design techniques that were verboten,
such as playing with varying text widths or wrapping text
around artwork. Renowned designers like Eric Nitzche
would occasionally get away with using a sixteenth-century page grid with illustrations weaving through text
columns, but those occasions were few and far between.
Literary publishing giants Penguin and Gallimard set
the market standard for trade book design: they created
formatted, crammed text grids for their titles in order
to cheaply supply a book-hungry culture's demand for
more and more literature.
Only within the past decade have trade publishers like
Dorling Kindersley and Calloway Editions encouraged
more private-press styled book design, because they've
shown that it's financially feasible and marketable.
Software like QuarkXPress and Pagemaker have made
elaborate and innovative design easier to do. The designer's bag of solutions is suddenly overflowing with rediscovered and newly-invented elements. Exploring numerous
alternate page layouts and type treatments is no longer a
monumental expense. Creating dedicated typefaces with
Fontographer or FontStudio like Andrew Hoyne's Allegro
for Allegro al Dente or resurrecting old fonts as Louise

down" Oxford University Press' general trade edition.

13

Fili did with Nicholas Cochin
for Rip Van Winkle will no longer

CASH

raise eyebrows in the production
department. Shaping text around

rum im

wudwri

silhouetted images —Dorling
Kindersley's signature style—is no
longer a typesetting nightmare.
Revitalizing faded images or creating variety in repetitive ones
(as design firm Skolos/Wedell, Inc.
did in layouts in Ferrington Gui-

Dorling Kindersley's signature soundbite design and magazine-style rhythm
bring a living-color, accessible world to
armchair travelers in their Eyewitness
Travel Guides. The grid guides readers
through a symphony of daydreamy bits
of information wrapped around colorful
silhouettes, maps and location shots
interspersed with readable columns of
travel information.

tars, shown right) by using Scitex
or Photoshop are easy options,
not extravagances.
The same tools can be used to
recreate the classic appearance of
fine art books without monotypesetting and tipped-in lithography.
For example, breathing life into
Edward S. Curtis' turn-of-the-century Native Nations' photographs

Ferrington Guitars' round, sensuous visual
shapes were complemented by Skolos/
Wedell Incas choice of Garamond and
Garamond Expert text for this Calloway
Editions BoundSound guitar book. Pages

would have been impossible without the use of near continuous-tone
computer imaging capabilities.
It's a worldwide phenomenon.
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Great book designs are coming
from countries such as Germany,
France, England and Australia.
The new technology has even found
its way into the private presses.
Some typographers like Rampant
Lions' Sebastian Carter and Whittington Press's John Randle have
discovered the beauty of digitized
type. 'Whittington Press has paid
homage to book design for a decade.

1+1=3 employs Bram de Does' entire
Trinite type family in a light, lyrical
grid designed by Hans Bockting and
Will d'Ecluse. The text—grouped in an
alternating succession of Dutch, German and English translations—strongly
contrasts with the brooding, contemplative illustrative work.
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Australian designer Andrew Hoyne crafted
the proprietary typeface Mr. Allegro—consisting of Regular, Grosso and Pisa weights—
for the boxed book/CD cookbook package
Allegro al Dente: Pasta and Opera published
by William Heinemann/Australia.
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Each volume of its limited edition
Matrix series displays painstakingly handset versions of Caslon,
Golden Cockerel or Walbaum on
sumptuously-textured laid paper
pages. But in their 1994 volume
Matrix 14, designer Dave Haywood set a bibliography of J.T.
Lubbock's illustrated books in
ITC Bodoni, a PostScript font.

For their fine art book treatment of Callow
Editions' Native Nations, designers Brian

visually with TV and magOines.
Consequently, authors, designers
and publishers are increasingly
focusing their sights on this grow-

The effect of a digitized typeface
ing market.
reproduced to simulate a letterThere is a catch. Designers who
press look is evocatively stunning.
Aside from making book pro- should be totally devoted to sculptduction efficient, this technology ing new, legible design standards
has spurred a radical design evo- sometimes end up in a maze of
technical complications, skills barlution. The hip German design
riers, software inflexibilities and
firm Trendbiiro Hamburg has
dedicated itself to creating books opportunities to over-design. They
with inventive type treatments that are also ambushed by production
appeal to an MTV generation, and departments screaming for digital
has discovered that a more dynam- economics and rejecting alternaically designed book can compete tive analog solutions.

of a keyboard operator. Five hundred years ago; Gutenberg's press
made books available to the masses,
creating a broad worldwide book
how, TOsap:50,.t.ver.

culture. But its predecessor, the
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illuminated manuscript, is still
more awe-inspiring and revered
today for its ability to bear the
spirit of a moment through time.
The Internet, CD-ROMs, rising paper costs, deforestation and
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the demand for more visually stimulating pages are forcing the evolution. It is argued that publishers

explode with close-up views of motherof-pearl fret inlays and bridge detailing framed by angled text placements.
Audiophiles are tempted further with
the inclusion of a sample CD.

no longer print "real" books, but
the truth is more Darwinian. Books
are the tactile by-products of mankind's thoughts and dreams, and
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change shape, color and style to
reflect their environment.
Where does it lead? In Ray
Bradbury's Fahrenheit .451, a fireman named Guy Montag lives in
a world in the near future where
firemen are forced to burn books.
This is because the government
has decided that books make people unequal and unhappy.

0411451
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and Toshiya Masuda were inspired by Adobe's
Trajan and Meridien typeface families.

In this arena of technology,
it can be too easy for designers to
succumb to smoke-and-mirrors
magic tricks, neglecting a book's
true heart: the timeless visual
and tactile bond between writer
and reader. It's also too simple
for shortsighted publishers to
dismiss the need for book designers-the passionate visualizers
of the written word. Publishers
may attempt to cut budgets by
replacing these architects with
haphazardly-devised generic
templates. But no amount of software can make a designer out

Montag's frustration over the
shallow lifestyles and TV "parlor
families" drives him to read - and
discover what's between those contraband covers. He meets a retired
professor who defines for him the
allure of books: "This book has
pores. It has features. This book can
go under the microscope. You'd
find life under the glass, streaming past in infinite profusion. The
good writers touch life often. The
mediocre ones run a quick hand
over her...So now do you see why
books are hated and feared? They
show the pores in the face of life"
The same might be said of designers. They interpret life according
to the author. A book's design can
be that revealing microscope or,
unfortunately, it can help a book
become another piece of incomprehensible trash collecting dust on a
twenty-first century bookshelf.

Anistatia Miller is afreelance
book designer and the author of
the forthcoming PBC International
title, Between the Covers, a book
focusing on twentieth century
book design.

HEADLINE/SUBHEAD/BYLINE: ITC BODONI SEVENTY-TWO BOOK, ITC BODONI TWELVE BOOK, ITC DAVE'S RAVES
TEX F/BIO: ITC BODONI SEVENTY-TWO BOOK, BOLD ITALIC, ITC BODONI TWELVE BOOK, ITALIC
CAPTION: ITC QUAY SANS BLACK, BLACK ITALIC CREDIT: ITC BODONI SIX BOOK ITALIC
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German publisher Trendbiiro Hamburg
recreated a scholarly bodk element—marginalia—and combined it with curvacious
red reference indicators, lackadaisical
drop caps and varying text sizes and
widths for a refreshingly legible, MTVgeneration format. Regine Thienhaus,
designer of Trendbiich, Trend Wiirter
von Acid bis Zippies, and upcoming
Markenkulte-Kultmarken chose Meta,
Modular and Bank Gothic for her highly
legible, fast-paced, typographic palette.
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A luxuriously leaded type treatment
applied to Nicholas Cochin's type design
and ornamental dingbats creates a rhythmic balance to the rich, earth-toned illustrations in Louise Fili's presentation of
Creative Education's Rip Van Winkle.
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KNOPF, THE PRESTIGIOUS AND HIGH PROFILE IMPRINT WITHIN THE MEGALITHIC RANDOM HOUSE PUBLISHING EMPIRE, IS KNOWN FOR BOTH ITS IMPRESSIVE BOOK LIST AND ITS VISIBLE STYLE. KNOPF BOOK JACKETS ARE LITERATE,
SENSUAL AND QUIRKY. THEY CONVEY BOTH THE ESSENCE OF THE BOOK AND
THE KNOPF IDENTITY THROUGH EVOCATIVE IMAGERY, CRISP TYPE TREATMENTS,
LUXURIOUS MATERIALS (MATTE PAPERS, VELLUM, ACETATE), AND REVERENTIAL DETAILS. THEY STAND OUT AS "GOOD" BOOKS IN THE SUPERMARKET
ATMOSPHERE OF MOST BOOKSTORES, AND, ALTHOUGH MOST OF THESE JACKETS ARE DESIGNED ON COMPUTER SCREENS, THEY MAINTAIN A PERSONAL,
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HAND CRAFTED, ART QUALITY. THIS IS THE WORK OF KNOPF'S DESIGN TEAM,
HEADED BY

ART DIRECTOR AND VICE-PRESIDENT CAROL DEVINE CARSON.
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BY MARGARET RICVIARDSON
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MELISSA HAYDEN
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arson and her staff—Chip Kidd, Barbara de Wilde
and Archie Ferguson—oversee the jackets for
three lists (Spring, Fall and Winter), an average
of 150 Knopf titles a year. Carson also recruits
stellar freelance talent: upcoming jackets will
be designed by Stephen Doyle of Drenttel Doyle
Partners, Michael Bierut of Pentagram and David Carson of
David Carson Design: But a significant number of jackets originate from each of the in-house team of four.
The Knopf art department formed almost organically.
Carol Devine Carson was hired as art director in 1987 after a
career In magazine design, working at the magazine development department of Time Inc., Sally magazine and Scholastic.
Chip Kidd, having joined Knopf in 1986 right after college,
was already in place when Carson arrived. Kidd's friend and
former classmate at Penn State, Barbara de Wilde, was hired
by Carson in 1988 after a short career in advertising and a
stint designing promotional material for Louise Fili at Pantheon. Archie Ferguson, after suffering "the usual (lead end
jobs" and a position at Scholastic, was hired by Marjorie Anderson in 1987 to work at Times Books. He also started freelancing for Knopf and joined the company full-time in 1990
when ,Anderson moved to art direct Pantheon Books. Ironically, none of these designers had book jackets in their portfolios when they were hired.
In speaking of Knopf and their roles there, each relates
the same general story. Knopf has an image based on history
and tradition. After a major restructuring within Random
House in December of 1992, Knopf was broadened into Knopf
Publishing Group (which along with the Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
imprint also includes Vintage, Pantheon, Large Print Books
and Schocken). heading this is the dynamic president, Sonny
who had joined Knopf in 1987 as editor-in-chief.
Nlehta recruited his own editors, authors, and expanded
Knopf's titles, enhancing the importance of being published
by Knopf. Is Carson explains, - Knopf can be seen as the
revered publishing firm, but much of what Sonny and the people he brought in are doing focuses on how to get the most
out of this tradition while reinventing ways to publish books:
This is reflected in the interest and involvement of
Alehta, his editors and the Knopf marketing team on every
book jacket. Carol Devine Carson attends the launch meetings
that introduce the upcoming lists: "This meeting is not just
about the content of the book: says Carson. it is about all the
other important things publishing is about. This is where it
is decided that this book is hot; this is a big book; this is the
first time we are publishing this author; this is a review-driven
book. Anything at all that will embellish each book: The sales
and marketing perspectives are put into fact sheets and distributed. This informal ion, as well as the nuances Carson
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gleans from these meetings, become crucial to the conception
of each book jacket.
Each of the designers personally works with at least
eight or nine titles per list. Kidd, de Wilde and Ferguson all
receive a share of the titles likely to attract attention. Carson is often expected to design for high profile books, but her
approach to assigning titles is based on each designer's compatibility with the subject or author, including any previous
relationship a designer haS developed with a writer. The designers begin the design process as passionate readers. "We
all read the books, which is where it has to start:' says Carson.
"That's the whole gist. It has to come from the book. It has
to be linked to It in such a strong way. You have to understand
who the author i$ if at all possible. And you have to bring an
enthusiasm-for the author when you start designing:' Another
important consideration in the design process is the assimilation of the Knopf hierarchical and marketing positions for
the books. Any number of peOple—including the publisher,
the editor, the agent, and especially the author—have certain
expectations for each title.
Gone are the days when a jacket prepared for a sales conference automatically became the final version -. More than
likely, for a variety of reasons, the designers go back to the
drawing board and the computer screen for a redesign. As Carson points out, "The important thing is to have a jacket ready
for the sales conference so it can sell the book, then worry
about the actual book date. If we have to redo it, we redo IC' In
a list of 70 books, she adds, it is not unusual for one third to
be redesigned. "No matter how many times you do something,
if somehow the art fails, or somebody doesn't like it, or whatever is the reason for doing it again. you had bet ter rally the
enthusiasm to do it again," Carson affirms.
Knopf books' achievement in the literary and bestseller
marketplace can certainly be attributed to the overall quality ,
ofeachbk.Knpuliseornatwhispublishing ethos, books which express integrity and cultural acuity. This extends to the meticulous look of each book,
manifested most visibly in its jacket design. The art director
and designers have captured and enhanced this imprint's
identity while maintaining their own personal styles. Carson
explains, "Knopf style has to do with tradition, with the correctness of things. We are especially concerned with the sizes
of books, the way books feel and look, as well as the way the
books are produced. I think our books as whole objects look
better than most books being published:
The ambiance of the 23rd floor art department and an
array of Knopf jackets are captured here by photographer
Melissa Hayden. For this article, each of the designers chose
one specific title from recent lists as a case study in how a
Knopf jacket comes into being.

Reading the manuscript for Mapping the Farm,
Barbara de Wilde developed an affinity to John
Hildebrand's lyrical non-fiction account of his
wife's family farm and the history of its inhabitants. Since de Wilde's grandfather had been a

This collection of original essays and columns

collection of

from Wired magazine was predetermined to do

favorite design

well, and Sonny Mehta requested that Chip Kidd

projects which

design it. "I knew that what they wanted was

he passed on

nurseryman from Holland and her father is a horticulturist, she related strongly to the passion and
poetic prose of the text. At first, de Wilde thought
of using an iconographic farm image and started
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was inspired by his own experiences working on

Nicholas Negroponte, very early on. Negroponte

Kidd meticulously simulated a die-cut punch

and he had very specific requests for the jacket.

card, wrapped it around primary colors and pre-

another recent book featured
both a photograph of a farm

wanted it to look interesting without the jacket,

and a map on the cover, that no

because, according to Negroponte, 'Everyone

of digital information are invisible. Kidd's next

longer seemed an option. The

knows people take the jackets off books': So
Kidd knew from the beginning that the jacket

attempt with circles as the see-through wrap also

title, de Wilde felt, was fairly
oblique, and she wanted to cap-

would have to interact with the binding. "There

was interpreted as visible and, therefore, unac-

had to be a duality to it, so that the jacket by itself

ceptable as bits. So, Kidd formulated a strong,

ture and define all the layers

wouldn't be enough; the binding itself wouldn't

modern, sans serif type treatment. He designed

of information in this book. "I

be enough. When they were together, they had to

the binding with white type and wrapped a clear

was looking for a weather vane,

make a single entity that worked because they

acetate jacket with black type (a color scheme

directional things. And then

were working together: Negroponte had his own

much preferred by Negroponte, because it is

I thought about landscapes,

sented it as a comp. The author objected to the
"holes" because these to him were "bits" and,
according to his book, "bits" in current parlance

this and it related very closely
to layers and folds. Maps unfold consciousness, and I wondered: what if this folded out

as a map? You would have this landscape and

considered a breakthrough for the author. According to Archie Ferguson, "Her last few books
were flowery, polite love stories. This is a departure for her. It takes places in New York City. It is
gritty, overtly sexual, bloody. It is witty. It has a

the book, I left the room and

book would be between the folds: De Wilde

thought, 'Oh my God. — To

envisioning in any of her picture research, so she
had them shot in upstate New York by photographer Victor Schrager. She had discussed the
production logistics with Knopf's production
vice-president Andy Hughes, showing him how
she wanted the folds to work. He noted that this
approach would be problematic, but thought that
it did seem worth pursuing. She folded a comp
and made a presentation. Since her own commitment to this particular jacket design was so
strong, de Wilde was surprised to find that it was
not greeted with overall approval except from
editor Gary Fisketjon. He loved it. Disheartened
by the lack of enthusiasm, and still tied to this
concept, de Wilde found herself torn. But more
obstacles stood in the way. The production figures for this were prohibitively expensive. And
the next major glitch related to production logis-

design the jacket, Ferguson

E:

stymied, she had also spoken to the author and
convinced him that this design would capture
the spirit of his book. Time was also crucial here.

the bestseller list.
Richard Ford's sequel to his highly acclaimed
novel, The Sportswriter, took ten years to write.
"The expectations were great: explains Carol
Devine Carson. "It is a long, ambitious contemporary American novel: Carson read the book
and loved it for its characterization, complexity
and its literary qualities. She knew that her task
of projecting this book's many layers was going
to be difficult. Working with the Independence
Day theme and the plot, involving a father's
weekend trip with his troubled son, Carson first
concentrated on catching the ambient quality of
the journey and the reflective writing. "I began

from Melissa Hayden's portfolio. An ultramarine
banner with the type was placed diagonally

started manipulating the type through exposure,

across the image. Sonny Mehta and editor Gary

so I had a bunch of words at different levels and

Fisketjon approved it, but when the comp was

forms of distortions and sizes:' After one more

sent to Richard Ford, he thought it was too gritty

rejected design, Ferguson presented "wonderful

and urban. Hayden then shot more atmospheric

matte pieces

scenes in color. A dawn motel scene was chosen,

of type, and

but this, too, was rejected: says Carson. An alter-

IN THE CUT

much to my sur-

nate direction had Carson pursuing the imagery

JACKET DESIGN BY
ARCHIE FERGUSON

prise, they liked

for Independence Day itself as a theme. "I

it:' Working on

thought of bunting, small town America and all

the next stage

that: she says. After significant photo research,

N

needed to somehow convey all
these elements, and he would be working with
photographer Nola Lopez, who was suggested
by Carson. The first design incorporated the
image of a hand, and Ferguson says, "They
didn't like that. They wanted something even
more gritty and overtly sexy, and what is that?
Body parts? Murder? Blood and Guts?" Ferguson then worked on a design suggesting a
woman's silhouette, and finally he produced a
version with an oblique shape implying sexuality. These were all rejected. As Ferguson recalls,
"When I read the book, I didn't get any sense of
imagery at all. My whole impression of the book
was typographic. The main character is an Eng-

of the design, he placed the letters on a stat cam-

a flag image was chosen from a photograph

era, and reproportioned them, encountering

by Barry Marcus, and it seemed to capture the

difficulties with the positioning of the author's

mood. This version was comped and made ready

name, which had also been photographed. He

for production when a call from the author

reset this type in black and focused on the impor-

revealed that the photo had been used (albeit

tance of its size. Placing it in a bar at the bottom

quite differently) on a friend's novel, and Carson
was forced to rethink the design

seemed the only way to get it to work. This was

once more. She had in her col-

the final design. "I'm not literate enough in Photoshop or Illustrator to have approximated this or
done something else this interesting: says Fer-

a co Lf,
u.

guson. "I've been working on computer a year

141

and a half now, but I was trying to solve this thing

Z W

of her professional pursuits. I could only see this

acetate from the stat machine and do it all the

as type, so I went back to Lopez and asked her

old fashioned way:'

know what to do. I have no power here; I'm just

interpretations, and this

u

became the basis for the next
design. The final version not
only captures the Fourth of
July imagery, but it also has

LIJ

reduced the folds to two. "We figured it out. We
had the flaps edited to break in the right places.

a designer" Luckily, Fisketjon was unwilling to

It went to press. It turned out great. And John

change the idea, and Hughes and de Wilde

Hildebrand loves it."

the quality of a classic novel.
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Although the earlier versions
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"I was losing support: de Wilde says. I didn't

children's magazine with flag
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around and use this desk, cut things out by hand
with some funky stats, put some type on some

lection of images a 1920s

u_

and it wasn't coming out. So it was nice to turn

lish teacher at a university and wordplay is one

tics. The jacket design had three folds, which
when tested, buckled. Not only was de Wilde

attention, and the book indeed did appear on

some type set and went into the darkroom and

shocking ending. In fact, when

as you opened it up, the lives of the people in the

could not find the kinds of photographs she was

to interpret the title typographically. She had

This fourth novel by Susanna Moore was being

I read the last page and closed

final high-tech, integrated treatment did garner

with a sepia Polaroid photograph of a motel sign

especially how you would see
a hill in the closer distance, a

on and off, black

punch cards in computer classes in sixth grade.

is the founding director of the Media Lab at MIT

I want it to win lots of design awards.' He also

background. I was visualizing

4

His first attempt at this intended integrated design

In an unusual move, Kidd met with the author,

binary system:

and white). The

doing picture research. Since

0

U

4

E

According to Kidd, "He said, 'Whatever we do,

rise in the middle, and then the
I- LI

J ACKET DESIGN BY CHIP KIDD

to Kidd. Kidd also went to visit the MIT Media Lab.

to sell 100,000 copies of the book: says Kidd.

emblematic of a

BEING DIGITAL

-

had been designed on the com-

r

puter, for this one only the type

is set on the Mac. Carson says, "The computer is
a production-driven machine and there's no way
of escaping it, so try to make the best of it:'

HEADLINE: ITC FENICE LIGHT, ITC AVANT GARDE GOTHIC CONDENSED BOLD TEXT: ITC FENICE BOLD, ITC AVANT GARDE GOTHIC CONDENSED BOLD BYLINES/SUBHEADS: ITC NEWTEXT DEMI, DEMI ITALIC BORDER/PATTERN: ITC ZAPF DINGRATS
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50,000 can isters fille d with m iles of tic film making.
ce llu loid s hot between t he 1930s an d

a resp ectfu llight. While his videocassette comp ilat ion t it ledTo New Horizons:
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Interactive
Prelinger's second major publishing project, produced exclusively on laser disc,

his project, titled Our Secret Century: New Media as Historical Intervention

was Call It Home: The House That Private Enterprise Built (Voyager Company,

Voyager Company, 1995), is a series of 12 CD-ROMs (see discography) which includes films, stills and text drawn from the Prelinger Archives. Each

1993), which chronicles the invention and proliferation of suburbia

disc investigates a different "millennial" theme, which Prelinger

through post-war films, photographs, advertisements and texts.

describes as those "20th-century issues about which too

This multi-access medium enabled him to present the original period material without interpretation, but also with his

little is understood:' What he calls "historical intervention"

own analysis, thereby allowing the audience the opportunity

is the introduction of commentary and critique at key junctures. Although these vintage educational, guidance, cau-

to view it with and without prejudice.

tionary, industrial and propaganda films can be seen in their

Theoretically, the laser disc would have been the perfect

entirety without any "intervention," one may access production notes,

medium, but unfortunately, comparatively few individuals own laser
disc players. So for Prelinger's most recent publishing effort he turned to CD-ROM,

)ral and written histories, interviews and excerpts from supplementary reading

which is currently the most accessible medium for the largest number of people.

)y clicking selected icons.

The characters in the films tend

History

to be better than life: free-spending consumers and model children.
4

Ucmotbe
The title, Our Secret Century, refers to two different kinds of "secrets:' Prelinger

ers and model children:' Reviving these films—and revealing the motivations behind

explains that the first "relates to hidden histories and issues, like the manipulation

them—not only creates an accessible base for looking at history, but in the CD-ROM

of American consciousness through the popular media; the mechanisms by which

format provides levels of information that help clarify the historical moment in

consumerism is created and sustained; the roots of conformity and control; the

which the films were produced.

landscape as a stage for conflict; and the courses of gender, technology, sexuality
and power." The other "secrets" are simply the films themselves, he
says, which are "evocative documents saved by chance and
which reside in our archives, but are still essentially unavail-

The supplementary texts and interviews complementing the films on the CDROM amount to more than 10 hours of viewing time, far exceeding the
typical 60 to 90 minute film documentary. The process of developing this hybrid—something between a book and a docu-

able to most viewers." The initial four discs released this year

mentary film—demands that the materials are interpreted

address a wide range of commercial and institutional con-

not simply as linear tracks but as discrete pieces of informa-

cerns, including: The Rainbow Is Yours, about post-war industrial design and consumerism; Capitalist Realism, the pre-war
portrayal of the working class in corporate films made by the captains

tion which can be randomly accessed. Since CD-ROM users
are not required to start at the beginning, but can wander
around at will, the task of charting narrative pathways is more difficult

of industry; The Behavior Offensive: Social Guidance Classics, post-war educational

than for either a book or a film, with confusion the primary danger. The project

films about mores and morals (including some gems about venereal disease); and

requires collaboration on the part of writers, editors, producers, graphic designers

Films of Menace and Jeopardy, which taps into unconscious fears and dangers

and programmers to overcome a variety of organizational challenges.

posed by everyday risks at home and on the job, from 1936-1960.
Ephemeral films originally produced during this era reveal forgotten and
uncomfortable truths about America's past while at the same time provide evidence
that citizens were persuaded, conditioned and even brainwashed through fallacy,
stereotyping and exaggeration to accept certain myths as absolute truth. "The characters, corporations and institutions in the films," explains Prelinger, "tend to be
better than life: free-spending consumers, perfect students, overproductive work-

Bertolo designs her screens exclusively in Photoshop, which allows her the
latitude to design the basic architecture as freely as any printed page; though if
corrections are needed the entire makeup must be completely redone (whereas
in QuarkXPress individual elements can be moved or eliminated at will). Bertolo
complains that her biggest problem in the design is with type. The CD-ROM's 72 dpi
resolution limits the range of available body types and forces her to try "a gizillion
tests of every available body face" until settling on Palex, a Voyager Company typeOur Secret Century is Rick Prelinger's editorial vision, but its graphic design and

face based on Hermann Zapf's Palatino. Another concern in creating the design

navigational logic is the work of Diane Bertolo, a magazine designer and editor of

is how the user will be viewing the CD-ROM. Since the image resolution on personal

Felix, a journal of computer culture. Bertolo developed the many "screens" on

computers varies, Bertolo has to design for the lowest possible denominator.

which the content is presented. Her design is at once transparent and opaque in

Initially working with "millions of colors" on the Macintosh, she invariably steps

accordance with Prelinger's dictate that these discs should have a distinctive iden-

down to the base 256 where she fiddles to get the imagery right. "At millions or

tity, but not be swathed in nostalgic conceits. The typography is contemporary, pas-

even thousands of colors," she explains, "the pictures look photographic. But if they

tiche is rejected, and the only concessions to "period-style" are photographs of

are not adjusted at 256 colors, images look 'dithered: It's almost like the differ-

fashions, appliances and architecture

ence between magazine and newspaper

suggestive of the Thirties, Forties and

reproduction:'

Fifties used as screen backdrops. The

Print designers are often less con-

interface design is elegant and witty

cerned with the reader's perspective

and avoids a didactic approach. "I tried,

than with the quality of their own layouts,

however, to avoid any bells and whis-

but Bertolo says that for CD-ROMs she is

tles," says Bertolo, referring to the dig-

much more attuned to how people will

ital gimmicks that are often used on

access information. In addition to being

CD-ROMs to beef up the "multi" part of

conscious of how her esthetic decisions

the medium.

will impact the viewer, she is concerned

The table of contents (or main

that users know exactly how to navigate

menu) of Our Secret Century is the best

through the masses of unlinear informa-

example of how special effects are used

tion. She believes that nothing should be

to enhance the content, notably the one-

left to chance or intuition. So Voyager's

inch-square syncopated animated icons

producer, Melanie Goldstein, has made

showing loops of the films. Click on the

sure that Our Secret Century includes

icon and the viewer is transported to an interface with a small movie screen (which

seven different "help" screens which makes this one of the most user friendly

can be enlarged by pressing a "plus button" to fill the entire image area or kept

(or at least, cooperative) CD-ROMs produced today.

small and used as kinetic illustrations juxtaposing the text blocks). Return to the
table of contents, click on either of the two introduction section "hot buttons" and

esign

presto, a miniature, full-figure animated silhouette of Prelinger in a Hawaiian shirt
materializes to explain the series and the features on the specific disc. To his right,
on a screen within a screen, a sampling of the images on the disc scrolls by. Click
the "find" button and an even smaller screen pops up with a function that allows
the viewer to fast forward and locate specific frames in the introduction.
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Our Secret Century is produced using (in fact, premiering) the Oracle Media
Objects (OMO) software platform, which allows for greater fidelity to the original
footage and an increased ability to combine full-length film with text components. For this aspect, the production team turned to Colin Holgate, an experienced
programmer who helped decide what technological advances will increase the
accessibility of the CD-ROM. Unlike a book, which is usually precisely charted out
(or paginated) before entering the production stage, the CD-ROM is continually
being improved upon as programming bugs are eliminated. Different navigational
functions are added throughout the design process, which explains why Our Secret

Century's release was delayed several times.

Despite this complexity of multileveled activity, however, Prelinger asserts
that producing a book is still much harder. In Our Secret Century he says, "the
films take up a lot of space, and so is a big chunk of the content?' Hence, what
might have been an 80,000 word book on the subject is considerably less in the
CD-ROM version. The combination of production notes and other original texts,
though not sound bites by any means, are more like extended captions than long
historical narratives. But the trade-off is incalculable. Anyone who has ever seen
the enormous Prelinger Archives has had to wonder how even a small portion of his
artifacts could be efficiently accessed. Although Our Secret Century may only
scratch the surface of Prelinger's holdings, each disc is nonetheless a treasure trove
of rare materials which, prior to the CD-ROM, would have been impossible for a
mass audience to appreciate in the privacy of their own homes.
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slightly smaller than its opposite. Donaldson suggests alternating

Excoffon, Friedrich Poppl and Poppl's most famous student, Werner

a computer the effect of a hand-tooled technique. Donaldson calls it"a digital analogy."

public on or after August 21, depending on each manufacturer 's release schedule.

and other ITC typ efaces shown in this issue. These new typefaces will be available to the

and ITC Distributors are authorized to rep roduce, manufacture and offer for sale these

design gods" he says, "and they went out of their way to encourage me'

ITC Digital Woodcuts is a charming display face for which Donaldson recreated on

scriber companies in various formats for the Macintosh and PC. Only ITC, ITCSubscribers

designer. "I was just this cheeky young whippersnapper when I began writing to these

ITC Digital Woo dcuts is available from ITC, authorized ITC D istributors, and ITCSub-

Non

gaining support and motivation from them that he views as key to his becoming a type

Schneider. Donaldson corresponded with Zapf and with Poppl's widow, the black and white version to create a 3-dimensional effect.

Open and a Black version, the white letter on black background

M

land, Donaldson was influenced by the work of Hermann Zapf, Roger

lecturer in graphic design and typography at StaffordCollege in Eng- steel implement. ITC Digital Woodcuts is an uppercase face with an

painter and eventually gravitated to lettering and type design. Now a is roughly what would happen if you were chiseling wood with a

The letters are composed entirely of vectors, with no curves, which

K

imothy Donaldson is a self-taught type designer. He starte d as a sign
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itc Kristen normal TM
development and has created several original Latin

"Not your average text or display font" is how designer

>-

George Ryan describes his unconventional typeface,

designs, including Bitstream Oz Handicraft, Kennedy and

ITC Kristen. Ryan is considered a "font cowboy" by his

now, ITC Kristen.
The original inspiration for Kristen came from a

colleagues—meaning he Knows the ropes, does things
his own way and then rides off. As the principal designer

hastily produced, hand-written menu at a neighborhood

at Galapagos Design Group, 'Ryan has 18 years of expe-

restaurant. The presentation suggested that the chef

rience in all aspects of digital typography. Prior to joining

liKed to maKe changes on an hourly basis, which is just

Galapagos, he was Director of Typographic production

about what Ryan did as he worKed on this typeface. Even-

at Bitstream and senior type designer at Mergenthaler

tually, Ryan moved away from the original letterforms

Linotype. He has worKed extensively on Kanji typeface

toward something more like a child's scrawl. The result
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eclectic approach

1—

also emerges in this new face, ITC Airstream,
which sports a 1950's sci-fi look that's off-

in the supermarket or on TV. "The moment

beat, but still energetic.

Tke Nha^ ttlyrn 9 skeleton of ITC Airstream

cb

0

it as your own is the only time you can react to the face as
others might. You get the chance to discover your own emotional

thick and others are quite thin, which tend to generate a random,

and intellectual response to the design."

organic textual texture. "My consistent use of homemade ruling

ITC

pens has helped me develop a vocabulary of altered forms that

tors, and ITC Subscriber companies in various formats for the Mac-

I've naturally subsumed into my type designs:' says Donaldson.

intosh and PC. Only ITC, ITC Subscribers and ITC Distributors are

"Airstream is an attempt to apply typographic smoothing to these

authorized to reproduce, manufacture and offer for sale this and

forms, a sophistication of the organic mark."

other ITC typefaces shown in this issue. This new typeface will be

Porrillittforr if curious to see how the face will be used and

available to the public on or after August 21, depending on each

where it will pop up. He awaits the day when it sneaks up on him

manufacturer's release schedule.
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ITC Bodoni Orostim

1231)67890
t\i

iT( MAT iSSE

was born out of an edi-

torial layout that Gregory Gray was designing
for Madame Figaro, a supplement to the
›-

Figaro newspaper published in Paris. While
working on a special issue featuring the work
of Matisse, Gray fashioned his typeface out

AB
COEF
Gfriffiti.
LAINOPQR
STOVWXYZ
abc clef g- ti

of paper with an X-Acto knife, and then
scanned these cut-outs into a computer.
Originally, he planned to use the face for a
banner treatment on the cover of the issue.
In the end, he opted not to, because his new
design did not blend with the supplement's
existing script logo.
While Gray does all the calligraphy for
captions in Madame Figaro, this was his first
full typeface design. Gray is primarily an editorial designer whose career in design and
art direction includes stints in New York at
American Express Travel Advertising and
Essence Magazine, in London for Elle Decor,
and in Germany for German Elle, Tempo and

Miss Vogue magazines.
ITC Matisse was a very spontaneous
design; nearly all the workwas done in one
day. Gray included alternate characters for
letters that lend themselves to several versions. "I always write in lowercase, but I vary
the way I form the same letters even from

ijkintno

word to word. I wanted to incorporate that
kind of unpredictable human touch in my
type design," explained Gray.

pqrst

ITC Matisse is an enchanting design
with an exotic flavor and a strong sense of
movement. Like the Matisse cut-outs on
which this typeface is based, ITC Matisse

I.VWX

seems to dance along the page. The spirit of
this type design also comes in part from
Gray's passion for African art, with its extreme

z

contrasts from fiat areas to protruding surfaces. Gray envisions ITC Matisse for offbeat
display uses, as initial caps, or for musicrelated design projects like CD covers.

12345

ITC Matisse is available from ITC, autho-

67890

rized ITC Distributors, and ITC Subscriber
companies in various formats for the Macintosh and PC. Only ITC, ITC Subscribers and

j

Oh ft Vi it 0 r lives in Epsom, Surrey,
England in splendid isolation from the

For this work he devised a style of brush letter-

hubbub of the world of advertising,

ing based freely on the Bodoni typeface, and

but where he nevertheless maintains a keen

it is this style which he has now developed as

interest in lettering and graphic design.

an alphabet for ITC.

Vin e- learned the craft of brush lettering

Bodoni Brush is a fanciful design suitable
for publicity posters and other designs requiring instant impact. Earlier this year Viner
also created ITC Viner Hand, which is
featured on page 28.
I TC Bodoni Brush is available from
ITC, authorized ITC Distributors, and
ITC Subscriber companies in various
formats for the Macintosh and PC. Only
ITC, ITC Subscribers and ITC Distributors are
authorized to reproduce, manufacture and offer
for sale this and other ITC typefaces shown in
this issue. This new typeface will be available
to the public on or after August 21, depending
on each manufacturer's release schedule.

during the late 1940's while he was working
at a firm that produced posters for the Gaumont and Odeon cinema circuits.
After serving in the Royal Air Force,
he moved to London and worked as
a lettering and general artist in print
studios which produced artwork for
major advertising agencies.
In

the mid-i9 50s, he worked for a time at

London's Savoy Hotel in a somewhat different capacity as a wine order clerk. It was his
good fortune that the wine and in-house print
departments were run by the same manager,
and he was asked to produce posters to pro-

ITC Distributors are authorized to reproduce,

mote performances of the Savoy Cabaret.

manufacture and offer for sale this and other
ITC typefaces shown in this issue. This new
typeface will be available to the public on or
%%mole

after August 21, depending on each manufacturer's release schedule.
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after earning a degree in Industrial Education

az

and Graphic Rrts Technology, James Montalbano
began his career teaching industrial arts to

ir■A■1119

CD

(=

junior high school students. He went on to get
■

a Masters in Technology Education and taught

J

ii■Amon■I

L

CD cpc:1
CPC:1
=

offset lithography, traditional pre-press and silk-

from the classroom setting. He took his knowledge of

O

CC;
c=r

printing technology to Hew York City and landed a

Group. his 17 years of experience in the art of
type design is the result of lengthy stints

has several original designs to his credit,
including Maiandra, Grafitto, and Ditstream
Chianti. Each of his faces includes a signature

Cu

variety of magazine production jobs.

Ca

of sorts, a certain informality in the strokes
that make the design more personal. Paster-

montalbano admits that throughout design school he

nak's approach to type design is governed

considered his lack of illustration talent to be a disad-

C=I

by his expertise with digital tools and his

vantage, so he compensated by learning all he could

knowledge of the sometimes detrimental

O

about type. He came to realize that with solid execution
so

principal designer at Galapagos Design

AGFA, Autologic and Bitstream. Pasternak
CLJ

he discovered graphic design and gravitated away

skills he could always get work, and

>s
>—

with several major type foundries, including

CU

screen printing to college students. It was here that

ITC Stylus is the work of Dennis Pasternak, a

4=1.

for the past 15

rn

FT1
CD

years his design practice has focused heauily on let-

effects that digital rendering can have on

CD

typefaces. a Commissioned as a custom

Tf

rn

tering and typography for magazines. When type went

CD

digital, Montalbano went on to use the font drawing

1.∎

program Ikarus-M on the Mac to create new designs

C'7
CrCI

design for an architectural drawing CAD
package, ITC Stylus is based on freehand
architectural lettering from historical and

--o-

O

contemporary sources. a Pasternak points
out that while the face emulates hand letter-

commissioned by his clients, and to tailor existing
CP:=1

designs to their specific needs.

ing, ITC Stylus was drawn, digitized and
refined on-screen,

Today, from his studio, Terminal Design Inc., montal-

evolving in a com-

bane does custom type work for high profile magazines

pletely digital environ-

like Gourmet, GQ, and Unity Fair. His latest design, ITC

ment. Aiming for a

.11■11

Orbon, took shape over the last year, inspired in part

...M1••■

by a demo of Blackletter calligraphy by Ward Dunham at the
FITypl conference last year. "Seeing Dunham create all these letters

r

76""

clean but easygoing
design, Pasternak

11■11M

incorporated the flow

out of four or fine basic strokes prompted me to try the same concept':

of handwriting by allowing the characters to

recalled Montalbano. "I combined that idea with the notion of taking his-

bounce slightly along the baseline. ITC Stylus

torical forms like German gothic blackletter and progressiuely paring

also has a slight "lean:' which Pasternak says
helps the readability. a ITC Stylus is an infor-

them down to achieve a futuristic version—as if this old form naturally

3
mal face that emanates warmth when it is

evolved over several hundred years to

used for extended text, and has a fresh dual-

arrive at its postmodern incarnation."

ity at display sizes. It is available in regular

This highly condensed face has a unique,

and bold weights. a ITC Stylus is available

oblong shape that is powerful at display

from ITC, authorized ITC Distributors, and

sizes. Montalbano also points out that be-

ITC Subscriber companies in various formats

cause the face is so tight, you can afford to

for the Macintosh and PC. Only ITC, ITC Sub-

set text at a slightly larger-than-usual size

scribers and ITC Distributors are authorized
to reproduce, manufacture and offer for sale

(of say, 20 points) to maintain legibility. ITC Orbon is now available in

these and other ITC typefaces shown in this

four weights—light, regular, bold and black.
ITC Orbon is available from ITC, authorized ITC Distributors, and ITC
Subscriber companies in various formats for the macintosh and PC. Only

cn

CJ3

issue. These new typefaces will be available

Cr3

cn

cn
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ITC, ITC Subscribers and ITC Distributors are authorized to reproduce,
manufacture and offer for sale these and other ITC typefaces shown in

I

4,

F
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this issue. These new typefaces will be available to the public on or after
August 21, depending on each manufacturer's release schedule.
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to the public on or after August 21, depending
on each manufacturer's release schedule.
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HILL GRIMSHAW DEVELOPED

a typeface, as opposed to a bit of

hand

lettering." ITC Tempus is a

AN INTEREST IN TYPE DESIGN WHILE

parody of a classical roman design. It is dictated by proportions, partic-

STUDYING FOR HIS MASTER'S DEGREE IN

ularly those of capitals. The lower case is somewhat loose and unin-

DESIGN AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART IN LONDON

hibited. "Tempus Sans is lust Tempus with the serifs surgically removed,"

BETWEEN 1972 AND 1975, BUT IT WAS NOT UNTIL

Grimshaw says. "Yet the proportions of the characters work nicely."

two years ago that he started working on the computer, which enabled

Because

of its roughness, the typeface works best at larger point

him to produce his own fonts and see them in use. Now a self-employed

sizes, yet maintains its character when set at small sizes. You might

designer working from his home in Manchester, England, Grimshaw

consider it a "punk roman" that works where

produces hand lettering and graphic design for avariety of clients.

but the fine edge is not.
/TC Tempus is

Grimshaw claims that every calligrapher's aspiration is to render

a

available from ITC, authorized ITC Distributors, and ITC

Roman capitals perfectly with a pen, but admits that it is very

Subscriber companies in various formats for the

difficult to do. For ITC Tempus he used a fountain pen on cheap,

Macintosh and PC Only ITC, ITC Subscribers and

porous paper, and as

you would‘expect, the ink bled. The resulting

roman face is desired,

ITC Distributors are authorized to reproduce, manu-

letterforms are classically based, but have rugged edges, so they

facture and offer for sale these and other ITC type-

deviate from the "preciousness" of hand lettered romans.

faces shown in this issue. These new typefaces will
be available to the public on or after August 21,

"I enjoyed creating Tempus because I wasn't trying to achieve

depending on each manufacturer's release schedule

precise results," Grimshaw explains. "I deliberately set out to make
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trUp in cyberspace, proselytizing is

are racing to hoist their publications

back in fashion. "Digital technology

on the Web or an online service like

is without a doubt our portal to the

Prodigy or CompuServe. The Wall

lifestyles of tomorrow;' writes the

Street Journal, which itself plans to

editor of Blaster magazine's World

erect an Internet offering later this

Wide Web site. A few clicks away, . tiff

year, reported that over 120 newspa-

magazine sniffs, "remember paper?"

pers offer electronic versions, or plan

A little cruising through the Web
(though the process is more like sit-

to get online by the end of the year.
So far, we've seen little more

ting in a cab overheating in a traffic

than an information superhypeway.

jam) reveals many such gatherings of

The same WSJ reporter notes that

digital evangelists. Electronic publi-

fewer than one percent of News-

cations are apparently still rejoicing

week's readers see the elec-

in the novelty of being electronic,

tronic version, and while one

learn from their mistakes. At first

magazine metaphor is misleading.

and more converts are arriving every

third of United States homes have

glance, electronic magazines offer

Magazines are portable, tactile, easy

minute. Newspaper and magazine

computers, only about half of those

seemingly endless advantages over

on the eyes and accessible. Electronic

publishers, spurred on by a goldrush

have the modems required to link

paper versions—they have lower pro-

magazines are difficult to access,

zeitgeist and remarks like Nicholas

them with online magazines. Few, if

duction and distribution costs and

require you to sit in one position to

Negroponte's comment that "Guten-

any, traditional publishers have re-

can be instantly and constantly up-

read, and after prolonged reading, are

berg's press was a drop in the bucket

cuperated the cost of putting their

dated and customized by readers.The

likely to cause eyestrain and leave you

compared to what's happening now:'

publications online.

pages are effectively unrestrained by

feeling irritable.

These are early days for
publishers venturing onto digital spaces, and there is much to

space limitations, and can be made
fully interactive, with sound, graphics and video at their disposal. But the

Those who have succeeded in creating the most popular
Web pages...are those who have tossed aside

The Web's ubiquitous beveled button

Pathfinder: an overstuffed newstand?

For publication designers, the

three prominent interactive ads.
Boxes, particularly framed ones

transition from the printed page to
the computer screen has been awkward. Since there is lit-

with beveled edges, and solid letkteralat

—

ters with shaded edges

black-and-white PowerBook, for in-

presented as a graphic with parts you

stance, would look far different from

can click on, to get around that, but

the same page viewed through the

then it takes forever to download."

most sophisticated and

The solution to that, ac-

tle money to be made

seem to be standard

popular browser, Net-

cording to Gaye Graves,

from electronic pub-

issue on the World

scape, on a color 17"

a San Francisco-based

lications at present

Wide Web, partly be-

monitor. The browsing

designer of Web pages,

(few advertisers have

cause of the current

software simply reads

is to use the JPEG for-

limitations of the Web

the HTML common to

mat (Joint Photographic

taken the plunge),
large publishers tend to view them

programming language (Hypertext

all Web pages, and presents it in its

Experts Group) for images, which has

as marketing endeavors. The result

Markup Language, or HTML). These

own, idiosyncratic way.

better compression, and therefore

is a distinct lack of editorial concerns

design conceits also reflect that for-

in presentation. One typical exam-

givable fact that the designers were

the distressing fact that Web surfers

ple is the opening page of Time Warn-

trying to lend an air of dimension

can choose the typeface in which

er's Pathfinder, the home of Time

and permanence to this transient

they wish the body text to appear,

can be downloaded is a primary con-

Magazine, Sports Illustrated, Enter-

medium. The task of designing an

potentially mauling their beautiful

cern. Pages that take more than a

tainment Weekly and others. Look-

electronic magazine is made more

pages with an inappropriate choice

minute to appear on a Web surfer's

ing like an overstuffed newsstand,

complex by technical

the Pathfinder page features a con-

problems like the vari-

have almost no con-

(Netscape allows you to abort a selec-

fusing array of magazine covers,

ety of browsers avail-

trol over typography:"

tion), and sound and video are cur-

headlines and advertisements in rec-

able for perusing the

says Charlie Hess, the

rently only available after waiting

tangular boxes with blue borders.

Web, not to mention

art director of Buzz

periods ranging from a few seconds

A click on the blue-framed cover of

the various monitors

Online, the Los Ange-

to several hours, depending on your

Time takes you (after a complex reg-

of various sizes and colors. A page of

les pop culture magazine. "Some peo-

connection speed. "You have to de-

istration procedure) to an opening

Entertainment Weekly viewed through

ple are using mapped GIFs (Graphics

cide who your audience is based on

page devoid of images except for

America Online's Web browser on a

Interchange Format), where type is

their equipment," says Hess. "We

Designers are also faced with

of, say, Univers. "You

downloads onto the viewer's computer
more speedily.
The speed at which information

screen will likely remain unseen

magazine notions of features, departments
and layouts, and embarked on a voyage of CZOCOUgg

3T

Cybersight's interactive graffitti site

settled that a modem speed of 14,400

nical improvements, such as the ad-

like producing a TV show than a

has a certain cachet as every man

bps is the common denominator, and

dition of textured and colored back-

magazine!' Adds Charlie Hess: "You

and his brother scrambles to erect

anything slower than that, we decided

grounds in the latest version of

can't copy what you've done in print.

a home page on the World Wide Web.

to forget:'

Netscape, are helping

Magazines that appear on online

You need to rethink

make pages more visu-

In contrast to the unwieldiness of

the whole problem!'

the Internet's offerings, the printed

Those who have

magazine may come to represent an

services on the other hand (America

ally cohesive. The first

Online has 60 or so, ranging from

stage of digital design

succeeded in creating

orderly, luxurious world of elegance

Newsweek to Bicycling to Omni) have

enlightenment, how-

the most popular Web

and tactility.

the benefit of an interface common

ever, is the realization

pages, in fact, are those

to all users. The downside is that the

that a publication in cyberspace is

who have tossed aside magazine con-

host service largely dictates how

best not conceived as a magazine at

ventions of features, departments

pages, point your Web browser to:

the magazines will appear, which has

all. Martin Focazio, designer and

and layouts, and embarked on a voy-

Vibe http://www.vibe.com

so far led to flat pages of icons float-

programmer of Web pages at the New

age of discovery, exploring the in-

Buzznet http://www.hooked.net/

ing in space, surrounded by an exces-

York-based Overall Knowledge Com-

teractive and multimedia aspects

buzznet

sive amount of branding in a vain

pany, puts it like this: "You have to

of the job. That includes the person

Hotwi red http://www.wired.com

attempt to delineate a position amid

think billboard when you're online.

who set up a Web page relaying live

Pathfinder http://www.pathfinder.com/

the cyberchaos. The New York Times'

Screens are for short bursts of infor-

pictures of his fishtank via a digi-

Underground http://www.bazaar.com/

AOL site, for instance,

mation, or pictures with

tal camera, and the

To reach the Web sites on these

.tiff http://www.io.org:

features no fewer than

information, not for

folks at Cybersight

80/ — tiff/

three different Times

reading piles of text:'

who established an

Buzz http://www.

interactive digital

buzmag.com/

logos on the screen at
the same time.
Gradually, E-zine

Siddique Bello,
the new media manager and designer of

graffiti wall.
The unutterable

Peter Hall is a journalist

designers are beginning to learn

Time Warner's music title Vibe Online,

possibility remains that paper mag-

who specializes in design. He writes

the skills necessary to survive this

concurs: "A lot of people don't realize

azines will go back to being just

for several publications in England

daunting new environment. Tech-

that publishing on the Web is more

paper magazines. Paper these days

and the United States.

Underground music: Impactful branding, webzine style

I

The apparition in cyberspace of the coot

us:' says Ditto Ram, art director of the paper

music magazine Vibe Online is something

version, "Vibe Online is very much a start-up

of a surprise amid the corporate

magazine, so it doesn't qualify for

squareness of the rest of the

the financial backup that, say,

magazines slapped on Path-.

People magazine now gets.

finder, Time Warner's virtual

But although itis small, it has

newsstand. Vibe Online is deter-

the second highest number of

minedly, literally anti-square.
"We're waging a war against beveled
buttons and squares," says Siddique Bello,

Vibe's new media manager, whose initial
interface design for the magazine
used a roundel of hot-button

hits on Pathfinder after Time

of four million. Vibe's circulation is 300,000." l
Such popularity must stem from the
magazine's focused subject matter, particularly appropriate

icons faintly reminiscent of

to cyberspace (a sample from

hieroglyphics as its title page

Michael Jackson's latest re-

and central navigation point.

lease is not just a novelty; it

From there on in, the investigative reader could negotiate a path to

gives the audience a chance to
try before they buy), and the de-

a rich stash of digital music samples, Quick-

signers' experimental approach to the

Time video clips, articles from the paper

whole project. "We use a metaphor of ex-

magazine about rap, soul or dance
artists, and photographs—Vibe

ploration'' says Bello, adding that
for the viewer that means, "it's

magazine's most acclaimed

okay to try clicking anything!'

and visible asset.

The downside to the Web's

As the black sheep of the
Pathfinder site, Vibe Online experiences both the frustrations of a

no BCEM

UTPACilF114
3HAH14/1

magazine, which has a circulation

natural malleability is that
it's hard to keep track of where
you are. By early July, Vibe Online

limited budget and the liberating aspects of

had disposed of its hieroglyphic look in

being largely left alone by the marketing

favor of simple animations, room scenes

departments to explore its online territory

and a mascot figure—a more experimental

at will. "The online situation is strange for

but decidedly less elegant interface.

Buzznet emerges from the dull chaos of the

service in San Francisco early this year and

Web's gray and blue windows in glorious

decided to launch an E-zine at the same

technicolor. One of the first sites to

time. As a result, Buzznet positions

have mastered the esthetic and

itself exclusively in terms of

branding potential of back-

other Web sites, rather than

ground textures in Netscap

struggling to define itself
gainst a superior paper mag-

(the Web browser favored by
most designers), this fledgling
E-zine specifies a honey-colored

azine. "When I first saw the
Web, I liked the medium, but there

background that brings its disparate con-

really wasn't much to look at other than

tent together with remarkable cohesive-

boxed graphics'' says Mike Levin, Buzznet's

ness. Lodged into this warm texture are

self-described visual hitman. "I wanted to

target-like hot buttons contain.

push the limits a little. It's a digital

ing retro-images that le

medium, but it doesn't neces-

viewers to various parts of th

sarily have to have a digital

magazine: "Beats" takes yo

look, like all the ambient rave

to music reviews, column

stuff out there. I wanted to
put more esthetics into it." In

and downloadable interactive
press kits for new record releases;
"Technology" deposits you in software and

fact, Levin seems to have achieved

some success at injecting a sense of per-

hardware reviews, and in a techie column

manence into a medium and a magazine

alled 14.4; "Pulp" reveals a section on

that is so new and unsteady it could disap-

underground comics; "Gallery" un-

pear tomorrow. Levin is the first
to concede that the Web is hav-

veils artwork and art show re-

ing trouble learning to crawl,

views with pictures, and so on.

but doesn't see this as a por-

Half the appeal of this

tent of doom. "It's really just

untamed mix of graphics and

beginning, but it's only a matter

words is that it comes not from
a traditional magazine publisher

of time:' he says. "The same could

but a group of enterprising twentysome-

have been said of film and television in the

things who set up a Web site consultancy

early days:'

Launched in October 1994, HotWired is the

medium:' explains creative director Barbara

grandmother of all Web magazines, and a

Kuhr, who with her husband John Plunkett

point of reference for all newcomers. As an

oversees the design of the site (as well as

offspring of the paper magazine Wired, the

the printed Wired). "It will be amazing when

self-appointed mouthpiece of the digital

we develop type that is designed to be read

generation, HotWired began its life
equipped with a subject matter

ing, and until we can change

suited to the online medium.

that I don't think tong pieces

The publisher's masterstroke

should be on a screen:

editorial team and to separate the
project from the paper magazine. The E-

j
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Finally, the way in which
people approach the magazine,
(or visit the site) yields a surprising

zine and the magazine do have departments

number of alternatives once it's up in cyber-

in common—lietina," "Coin;' "Eyewitness:'

space. New developments in the HotWired

"'Netsurf," "Rants and Raves'=--but HotWired

Keov,:ecIt

gos/614004sow oar.* Vaift*

bad leading and bad letterspac-

and a readership eminently

was to give HotWired its own

Imrammollmwellolowsat.."4.1.10 Aot.

online, but currently we're stuck with

is on a steadfast mission to discard the

"engineering: as Kuhr puts it, have enabled
the team to cater for an element of cus-
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trappings of paper traditions. It h
concocted the kinds of recipes
that make a Web site lasting

Buzznet gets chaotic

cussion rooms to feedback

ons first. "This brings in

there have been many) indicate that the
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channels that allows them
to get to their favorite sec-

ies. The press reports so far (and'

• al II II

gram a quick route through the

and compelling, from dis-

spaces to downloadable good

NOTGIO10

tomization, so that readers can pro-

all sorts of design notions that
ven't been thought about before:"
says Kuhr."We can generate teasers to

mission is succeeding; advertisers (who

entice people to took at something they

were paying $30,000 for an eight week run

wouldn't otherwise have looked at, and cre-

earlier this year) have been occasionally

ate possible links to other parts of the site,

turned away, and subscriptions (which are

which allows the kind of randomness that

free) hit 180,000 this Spring.

happens with any newspaper:

umol

Exorcising the influence of

One distinct advantage of

the paper magazine has been

the online publication is this

a rewarding experience for the 4

potential for personalization.

HotWired team. The first to go

Kuhr recognizes the cons with

is the magazine terminology;

the pros, but remains a convert

reviimarovitiOia

departments become "chan-

to the wired world. "It's such

~ammo mac 11****1111111111011111, Mat 9/04

nels," the contents page be-

an amazing phenomenon when

comes a "front door," reading

you think of what it can do and
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HotWired gets organized

(r,

becomes "visiting:' The very idea of a peri-

then you see the limitations. A Web page is

odical is abandoned, in fact, when content

stow, hard to read, but once you grasp what

changes daily. Then there's magazine-style

the medium is about and where it's going,

writing. "We're now looking at shorter and

it becomes exciting—the most exciting

shorter pieces, written differently for the

thing I've ever worked on:

1

HotWired, with hot button icons by Max Kisman
y
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As a metaphor, the Information
AARAY JOHNSONAA

Superhighway is so well-used it is

AA 1921-1980 A1
AAAAAAA
AAAAAA
AAAAA
AAAA
AAA
Al
A

rife with ruts and riddled with
potholes. But it's an appropriate
analogy. Cruising the Internetespecially the World Wide Webreally is like taking a road trip.
Think college road trip: a spontaneous journey with a conspicuous
lack of planning and roadmap,
but a surfeit of spontaneity and

POSTCARDS FROM

serendipity. And while there will

•

be many surprises and some spectacular vistas along the way, you
will surely endure miles of monotonous cornfields and construction
sites and complete your trip utterly
exhausted, in need of sound nutrition and a good long rest.

"FOR MY PART, I TRAVEL NOT TO
GO ANYWHERE, BUT TO GO. I
TRAVEL FOR TRAVEL'S SAKE. THE
GREAT AFFAIR IS TO MOVE:'
-ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, TRAVELS WITH A DONKEY

9-- Pa Note d4ofe. 7

BY JOYCE RUTTER KAYE
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ny rabid consumer of information cannot help but be drawn

most Web sites that exist to satisfy the

mation Superhighway:' he said, "There

other (and who, coincidentally, had also

narcissistic satisfaction of Joe computer

are so many places to visit along the way:'

convened recently for a meeting over

to the Internet's infinite smor-

hacker or the public relation gains of a

Makela's own site was posted by Kendall

pastrami sandwiches at Katz's deli). The

gasbord of offerings. Anyone

commercial enterprise, this page origi-

College of Art & Design (http://www.

group met to pay tribute to Ray Johnson,

nated for a very simple and practical pur-

grfn.org/-Makela/), a school which held

the founding father of snail mail art, who

pose. The coffee pot serving students

an exhibition entitled, "Paper + Cathode;'

had recently died. The story was accom-

in MIT's computer lab is located in a cor-

covering all aspects of the Minneapolis

panied by the fascinating tale of how

with access to the right
tools and a basic knowledge of HyperText Markup
Language, or HTML, can

ridor, which is either out of view of stu-

artist's work in editorial design, posters,

Johnson frequently played pranks on his

dents in the nearby "Trojan Room" or

music video and letterforms. These often

friends by staging his death-prompting

the World Wide Web for millions to see

inaccessible to students on other floors.

incorporate type and image in dynamic,

much disbelief among these friends when

in its unedited, unexpurgated state. As

The engineers devised a way to check the

textural constructions such as his covers

he actually had expired.

one can expect, these thousands of exit

level of coffee in the pot without leaving

for Ray Gun and How and his digital pro-

ramps lead to varying levels of quality

their computer stations: They pointed a

jections focusing on the United States

and taste, but that's to be expected, and

video camera on the pot which uploaded

Bill of Rights.

part of the wonderfully liberating thrill

an image three times a minute to a com-

"publish" his or her own home page on

After more than seven hours of pointing and clicking I began to feel as though
I was channel surfing on television, but

My search for Route 66, undoubtedly

with a fair degree of wrist, back and eye-

for neophyte visitors. Recently I took

puter network. Now that the site is on

America's most treasured roadway, led

strain and without the comfort of a

a test-drive on the Web, embarking on

the Web, anyone in the world can view

me instead to a suburban cul-du-sac. The

couch. Like channel surfing, you will as

a day-long road trip from the comfort

it. (This same technique has been applied

first site opened with the following trib-

likely end up viewing the online equiv-

of a PowerMac 8100, guided only by im-

to a fish tank, creating a "virtual aquar-

ute to the highway from Michael Wallis

alents to infomercials for crepe makers
and Flobee haircut machines as you will

pulse, chance and navigating cues from

ium':) However, when I arrived, the cam-

in his book, Route 66: The Mother Road:

Netscape, the browser I used. My goal

era was not focused on a coffee pot, but

"Fashioned from vision and ingenuity, it

was to merely gather a few snapshots

curiously, on the label of a wine bottle.

forever meant 'going somewhere:" But

PBS. Like the ever-changing program-

and take in a few sites by using the

I could only surmise that since this was

this site (http://www.fsci.umn.edu/K12 .

ming of television, you sometimes can-

hyperlinks provided (although I admit

viewed during summer break, this was

html) instead merely co-opted the name

not access your favorite stuff at will.

I did occasionally cheat by using Info-

some wag's symbolic way of celebrating

to apply that philosophy to grade school

(Returning to baby Sarah's home page

Seek, a Netscape search function). Here

his or her graduation. (One week later,

educators: "Just as U.S. Highway Route

one week later, I discovered that sev-

are notes from my trip.

the coffee pot was mysteriously restored.)

66 was a catalyst for Americana, we see

eral links were no longer there.)

Winding up in a computer lab in Cam-

"THE JOURNEY OF
A THOUSAND MILES
BEGINS WITH
ONE STEP:'

end up seeing Wagner's Ring Cycle on

the World Wide Web as a catalyst that

bridge staring at an unfocused wine bot-

will integrate the Internet into K12 school

tle made me realize something about

curricula:' Snore. I returned to the direc-

the sometimes circuitous and unpredict-

tory of Route 66 home pages, and found

able routes one can take on the Web.

a California Route 66 home page (http://

Like a bottomless cup of coffee, it is end-

www.kaiwan.com/-wem/archives) with

less, addictive, and often full of dregs.

a trading post stocked with souvenirs

I decided I'd had enough caffeine, so I

like belt buckles and tie pins available

returned to Netscape and checked out

for purchase.

the What's Cool button, which lead

Big belt buckles could only bring to

me to Graphic Communication (http:

mind one thing: The King. I couldn't

//www.html/majic.com/-graphic/), a

resist venturing into a page devoted to

site from a Hawaii-based Internet pub-

Graceland, the Memphis home of Elvis

fee. And where else would the intrepid

lishing, advertising and design firm.

Presley (http://www swiss.ai.mit.edu/

traveler seek a caffeinated jump-start

There I zoned out in front of five differ-

summer94/graceland.html), where,

an exciting immediacy and also a frus-

than that ubiquitous roadside oasis, 7-

ent optical illusions in a graphics area.

thanks to amateur photographer Philip

trating elusiveness. Without a road map,

It also begins with one big cup of cof-

The Web is constantly in flux, and
pages are constantly updated, giving it

11? Using InfoSeek I wound up instead

Fearing my journey was turning into

Greenspun, I could peek into various

I have found, you can venture into some

at Sarah Jane Brook's Personal HTML

a psychedelic Magical Mystery Tour, I

rooms of the house, gaze at portraits of

dark corners and discover some rather

Document, a home page celebrating the

veered into the company's web sites

Elvis, and view his studded outfits. The

ephemeral areas of interest. That's fine,

birth of a North Carolina baby who tipped

for clients in Hawaii. I happily

site was linked to some of

the scales at 7 pounds, 11 ounces (http://

sunk my toes in the sand at

Greenspun's other photo

kind of detailed road map provided by

scalos.mc.duke.edu/-brook006/sarahj .

Poipu Beach near the Honu Kai

essays, including one of Katz's

Triple-A: one which leads you firmly to

but after many hours, you do crave the

html). I couldn't resist clicking on the

Vacation Villas, where I viewed

deli, a famous kosher land-

your destination, but also hints of inter-

cute snapshots in the little photo album

a virtual travel brochure of

mark on Manhattan's Lower

esting diversions along the way.

her mother posted, but after reading

private villas with craftsman-

East Side. Here I viewed Green-

the intimate details of her excruciating

ship "from another century"

spun and friends noshing on

Web is also as variable as the subject mat-

The quality of the information on the

delivery, I desired that bracing cup of cof-

with "cool slate floors and solid

corned beef and matzoh ball

ter. Sources can't be checked, as they can

fee even more. Returning to InfoSeek,

koa accents" and rates starting

soup. Thus sated, I returned

be in a library. And while some home

using keyword: coffee, I found a number

at $200 per night. Accompany-

to Tennessee and found Dolly

pages are personal and clearly state the

of coffee-related pages, but chose An Ode

ing raves and reviews from

Parton's disappointing home

owner's intentions, others are frustrat-

to Coffee (http://www.flightpath.com/
Brento/AnOdeToCoffee. html), posted by

one: "Mahalo! Great digs!"

page, (http://www.dcs.abec .
ac.UK/-daa93/html) which

clear to me that Elvis' site was merely a

the incongruously-named Brent Sleeper,

satisfied guests included this
/41'1

To balance out this sensory experi-

ingly anonymous. For example, it was

included a black and white publicity

scrapbook Greenspun wished to share

shot and text which blandly described

with the world, while I questioned

a D.C.-based computer hacker/coffee

ence, I decided to add music to the mix.

aficionado. The page's paean to java was

I used InfoSeek to find the home page of

her as "one of the most versatile and

whether Dolly Parton was even aware of

illustrated with a hand-colored photo

the always eclectic, East Orange, Nj-based

well-loved American entertainers" with

the existence of her home page. This, of

of a steaming cuppa on a cappuccino-

WFMU, an independent freeform station

links to sound clips from two of her songs.

course, is not an issue if one is viewing

colored background with a coffee bean

My tour of Tennessee would not be com-

for pure entertainment, but if informa-

pattern. The page offered a link to the

with a strong graphic identity (http:
//wfmu.org ). The site

plete without a visit to

tion is sought for scholarly purposes,

parody hymn, "Coffee Coffee Coffee:'

opened with a "cartoon

the National Knife

it pays to inquire about its legitimacy.

written by Reverend Christopher Raible

sound bite of the day"

Museum (http://www.

Much has been said about the quality

(sung to the tune "Holy Holy Holy").

illustrated with Sean Tag-

chattanooga.net/-bur-

of the visuals and the creative restric-

Here is an excerpt:

gart's image of two tipsy

tonld/nkm.html), which

tions the Web has on those designing

lounge lizards. WFMU's

seemed appropriate in

pages. Low-res GIF files certainly do not

site was loaded with sam-

this age of burgeoning

have the same resonance as high-res

ples of graphics commis-

right-wing paramilitary

images printed on glossy stock. But

groups. Founded by the

these drawbacks can be forgiven when

National Knife Collec-

taken in the context of a medium avail-

Coffee coffee coffee
Praise the strength of coffee.
Early in the morn we rise
With only thought of thee.
Served fresh or reheated,
Dark by thee defeated,
Brewed black by perk or drip
or instantly.
Sufficiently roused and fortified by
this online equivalent to morning Mass,

OW

sioned from illustrators
across the country for its

'

promotional t-shirts,

tors Association, the

able to a large audience for only a mat-

bumper stickers and other

museum, I read with a

ter of seconds. If you view the Web for

products. There were also many sound

shudder, houses "thousands of knives,

its potential as a quirky, democratic

bites to download, from samples of Indian

swords, razors and cutlery items of all

publishing venue by the masses, for the

movie soundtracks to snippets of so-

kinds:' Other roadside museums I dis-

masses, suddenly 500 cable channels

called "Space Age Bachelor Pad Music:'

covered included a Museum of Obsolete

seems like slim pickings. In an age when

With the hood down, sand in my shoes

Computers, another for HP calculators,

America's landscape is turning into one

I followed Sleeper's suggestion to visit

and radio blaring, I was now flying down

and EMMA: The Electronic Museum of

big homogeneous shopping mall with

a related coffee site, The Trojan Room

the open road, and reminded of com-

Mail Art (http://mmm.dartmouth.edu/

superstores and Wal-Marts at every turn,

Coffee Pot (http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/

ments P. Scott Makela made during a talk

pages/user/cjkid/EMMA). The latter

finding an international general store

coffee.html), a widely publicized site

to the Type Directors Club: "The World

is an association of amateur graphic

stocked with odd notions and curiosities

posted by MIT's computer lab. Unlike

Wide Web is like the Route 66 of the Infor-

artists who send e-mail designs to each

is not such a bad thing after all.
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DESIGNER OR PROGRMER?
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R GUIDE TO WHAT GRAPHIC DESIGNERS CAN EXPECT

best

FROM NEW ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING FORMATS
The nature of design is changing. Instead of receiving static information, viewers of documents are now finding themselves involved in the layout, design
and presentation of the information they receive. In the world of electronic publishing, three ways of constructing documents have emerged. Each requires a
different set of design skills, and, depending on where and when you enter the
fray, a great many new computer skills, as well.

TO

WOR <NG

for a Living

CODE-BASED SYSTEMS 41
Even though the codes are hidden from view, these systems "tag" standard text
with strings of commands that react predictably when viewed in similar environments. The World Wide Web uses a language called HTML (Hypertext Markup
Language) and, increasingly SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language—
a popular document format for the government and some big businesses). These
commands provide the digital equivalent of saying, "make this line a big and
bold headline:' All the program knows is a hierarchy of importance among text
blocks. The viewer decides what typeface, size and style to apply to these blocks.
There's not a whole lot of "designing" in HTML or SGML—it's more comparable
to word processing. Some clever Web designers are now tricking these systems
into displaying more predictable and graphically pleasing results. But the nature
of these programming standards is to make everything compatible—they tend to
take on the quality attributes of the lowest-common denominator.
There are a number of specialized products for composing in HTML and SGML.
Some of the more interesting ones include NaviPress from NaviSoft and Hot Metal
from SoftQuad. Word processors like WordPerfect are adding HTML and SGML
tools as well. If you have to produce volumes of material for access across a variety of document systems, start here.

TRANSLATION OEUICES
This set of products takes existing documents (regardless of their origin in most
cases) and filters them into files that can be sent and viewed on normally incompatible systems. The most notable translation product is Adobe Acrobat, but others, such as Common Ground, are equally significant. An Acrobat or Common
Ground file can be sent to any number of computer systems, viewed, and printed
at nearly any resolution—maintaining most of the color, layout and type fidelity
of the original. These products are gaining acceptance at large global companies,
universities and other operations where documents are distributed (often on CDROM) for viewing on a variety of computer types. The reason Acrobat and the others aren't commonly used on the World Wide Web is because they tend to create
large files by Internet standards—slowing operations down quite a bit. Documents filtered this way require some sort of "viewer" software, which is either distributed with the file or resides on the recipient's computer. Support for these
formats is being built into future Web browsers for the day when speed issues are
worked out. But "repurposing" print documents this way for the Web and other
media has limited value—it's always best to design for the final use.

TYPEFACES

STOCK PHOTOS

SOLUTIONS

TIPS & TRICKS

HYBRID CREATION PROGRAMS 4
Most exciting for the design community is a new set of tools hitting the market
which adapt existing tools to electronic document production. Uniqorn, from SoftPress promises a great many automatic tools for applying standard page-layout
metaphors to interactive document design. And Orion, a set of XTensions to QuarkXPress, adds multimedia functions to that page-layout leader. Beyond Press from
Acrobyte is an XTension that creates translation tables between XPress and HTML.
Adobe will combine the best of PageMaker, Illustrator, Photoshop and Acrobat
into a suite of electronic document products. When these and other programs are
available (within a few months), non-technical designers will be able to enter
CD-ROM and Web production without having to learn as much of the lingo.

Remember why
-4000 you like design

FOR

A

free IMAGE

CLUB

SOFTWARE
CATALOG
w_Imemirqumsil

Technology is developing at a breakneck pace. As fast as the demand for electronic documents grows, the tools to produce them are developed. The key skill
will not be mastery of obscure programming languages, but anticipating the
needs of the marketplace. You can get started on that skill right now.

800 387 9193
IMAGE CLUB GRAPHICS INC
A DIVISION OF ADOBE SYSTEMS INC
fax 403 261 7013 compuserve: 72560,2323 america online: imageclub
eworld: imageclub web site: http://www.adobescom/imageclub/
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An entirely new way to access
and purchase digital graphic
products on demand, instantly!
Imagine the largest available library
of digital graphics products right on
your desktop, downloadable at any hour
of the day or night. You can browse at
your leisure through your own personal
graphics library with over 30,000
professional quality images, type and
software products without ever leaving
your active software application.
What's more, now you can purchase
precisely the single image, font, photo
or extension you need at the moment
you need it, at a price that meets your
budget. Design Palette draws on over
40 CD's filled with the best high quality
professional graphics products, from
low & high-resolution photos and line
art to fonts and utilities. The library is
updated periodically and distributed to
you at no cost. You eliminate all the
hassles of current retail and catalog
distribution systems:
No logging on to a time consuming
on-line service
No unlocking codes to memorize or
phone calls to make
No need of a credit card or P.O.
number or prepaid accounts
No limitations — No more outdated
info, or systems incompatible
releases, or illegal copies

enables you to preview, compare, sample
and buy: Background Textures, quality Line
Art, Type, Illustrations, low-resolution
Photographic images for comping and high
res images for output all automatically
licensed and registered for you, and
tracked by client and job. Letting you
concentrate on your work, not purchasing.

ir

PER MONTH

ON YOUR DESKTOP
NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED

Here is a short list of companies providing materials for Design Palette:
Adobe, Photodisc, Letraset, Ad art, Arro International, T/Maker, Harter Image Archive,
[metal] Studio, RT Computer Graphics, Cartesia Software, Agfa, The Electric Typographer,
Carter & Cone, The Font Bureau, Monotype, ITC, Stone Type Foundry, [T-26] Digital Type
Foundry, Traceyfaces, Red Rooster, Bear Rock, Vision's Edge, Color Expert, Artbeats

Here are just a few of the
thousands of digital products
available on Design Palette:
Acrobat Distiller
Adobe Acrobat
Adobe Audition
Adobe Exchange
Adobe Library
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Premiere
Adobe Super ATM
Adobe Type manager
Adobe Type Reunion
Adobe TypeAlign
AdTracker
Agfa Library
Assassin
AutoLib
AutoXTract
BoxStyles
Capsize
Color change
Copy & Apply
CopySet
Crops XT
EDGAR Filter
Exposé

FlexScale
Fontasy
Guide Master
HyphenSet
Illustrator
IndexXTension
Job Slug
Layer It!
Letraset Phototone
LogX
Map Art
Monotype Library
NavigatorXT
Nouveau II
PageCopy
PartialPrints
Photodisc Vols. 1 24
Photographs,
300 dpi. 72 dpi, 24 b
Picture Demon
Picture tools
Press Marks
Pricer XT
RefelexXT
Resize XT
Starter Kit
Stylin'
TeXT Tools

TeXTractor
The missing Links
Thesaurus Rex
TIFFormation
TimeStamp
Touch
Verbatim
Vision's Edge Xtensions
XFlow
Business & Industry
People & Lifestyles
Science & Technology
Health & Medicine
Nature, Wildlife, Environment
Holidays & Celebrations
Sports, Recreation
Retro Images
Food, Dining
Fine Art, Historical Images
Transportation & Travel
Logos
US Landmarks
Flags
Real Estate
State & Country Maps
Wood Engravings
Metal images backgrounds
& Borders Photone

* Offer valid for new subscribers only. Units must be installed and operating to be valid. Design Palette authorized
credits valid only for Design Palette distributed products if you sign up during the authorized promotional period.
Expires September 20, 1995. Only valid in the United States.

$1.2 MILLION WORTH OF DIGITAL GRAPHIC PRODUCTS.

17800-625-38804ftw

Call us today
or fax to 212-867-7227

You'll find more information at our Internet Web site: www.infosafe.com

❑ Yes, I want access to my own vast library of digital design products. Send me
the sign-up kit for Design Palette.
❑ Yes, I want to be eligible for the $825 worth of complimentary Design Palette
products. Please fax me an application. I am authorized to request installation
for my company.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Phone

Fax

Zip

Email

F O S A F
N
E - SYSTEMS, INC.
Mail this coupon to: I
342 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10173
or fax to: 212-867-7227
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fackling
The Secret Rules of

0
Before you come down too hard on HTML, the maddeningly basic HyperText Markup Language that is used
to format documents for the World Wide Web, take a
moment to think about where it came from. Its creators
at CERN, a European physics lab, weren't thinking of
breaking ground for a commercial Babylon of online art
tines and corporate brochures. What they were focusing on—and achieved supremely well—was a way of navigating the web of Internet servers through a system
of easy-to-use hyperlinks. At the same time, they graciously made room for graphics and other media as well
as text in their online world. The text styles included in
the first revision of the language—six head levels, one
standard and one monospaced font, numbered and bul
leted lists, footnotes, indented quotes—were ample for
the scientific papers that, just a year or two ago, were
the real stock in trade of the Internet

Industry professionals talk
about bonding with
RollatagTM, the revolutionary
adhesive system from Daige.
"It's a high tech, low tech
adhesive system that fits
perfectly in with my electronic
graphic studio. It's extremely
versatile, does the job
beautifully, and it costs less
than other adhesives. For my
money it's the best thing out
there."
Brian Revere
Revere Graphics

"Other adhesives are in
the stone age. Rollataq
offers a smooth uniform
bond. It's convenient
and easy to use. Best
of all it's clean,
non-toxic and safe for
the environment."

Automated
12" & 24" Roller Applicator

Ann Marie Russo-Raker
Design 446

"Just about everything we
produce has to be mounted.
Rollataq has eliminated using
an outside service and saved
me lots of money. No more
waiting or minimums. Run it
through the machine and zip
it's done. It's quick, easy and
clean."
Brian Adler
WPM

Haila Harvey Crowell
Author - The Envelope Mill

This cold adhesive system makes sprays, rubber cement, and
double sided film adhesives obsolete. It's fast. It's strong. It's
easy. Rollataq rolls on a perfect adhesive coat in seconds.
The coating is not sticky, making repositioning easy. Burnishing creates a strong permanent bond that won't yellow,
peel, or bubble. It doesn't bleed through even the thinnest of
papers. It's clean. Acid free. Non-toxic. And it costs only pennies per application. Applicators available in a 12 or 24 inch
automated model or portable hand held unit.

creators of the Web succeeded all

Tools for using 3D interactive inter-

too well. The commercial world

faces have already been announced,

quickly seized upon this new Inter-

and there is bound to be a lot more

net service as the electronic deliv-

surprises behind closed doors.
Before you yawn, sit back, and

for: simple to use, able to support

decide you'll just wait for Quark-

text and graphics, and, most impor-

XPress and Macromedia Director

tantly, a direct line to a staggering

to add "Save as HTML" commands,

number of potential customers. But

though, take a closer look. Design

no sooner do these corporate types
grasp the Web to their collective

for the Web is more than translating your favorite print effects into

bosom than they start bellyaching

a new file format. It's a whole new

about its limitations for tasks it

way of approaching the reader, as

was never meant to handle. Is that

well as a new set of tools and file

gratitude?
Just now, the World Wide Web

formats. The design limitations may

is in the throes of daunting grow-

still retain a character of its own:

ing pains. Pushed by these same
impatient ingrates, a host of familiar companies such as Adobe and

one that depends not only on HTML

fade into memory, but the Web will

Microsoft, new ventures such as

but also on the exciting—and frustrating—realities of working with a
flexible, electronic medium. Here

Netscape Communications, which

are some rules for the roads you'll

have sprung up expressly for the

be exploring.

purpose, and the academic committees that spawned the Web in the

ROLLATAQTM

first place, are all rushing to make

THE REVOLUTIONARY ADHESIVE SYSTEM FROM DAIGE

Daige, Inc.
One Albertson Ave., Albertson, NY 11507
Phone 516-621-2100 Fax 516-621-1916

ing HTML will undoubtedly appear.

ery format they had been waiting

"It's amazing. Rollataq
doesn't bleed through or
damage even the
thinnest of tissue paper.
Not even a bubble or
crease. Rollataq is a
real quality adhesive
product."

Hand Held
2.5" Roller Applicator

In fact, for their purposes, the

Ge t Used to Hacking Code)

sure that corporate design types get

For a dealer near you call

what they need, and quickly. By this

1-800-645-3323

time next year, designers will have a
lot more control over their layouts,

It's not as hard as it sounds, but
it's not WYSIWYG either. For anyone

and real WYSIWYG tools for creat-

doing typesetting pre-Mac (remem-

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card
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ber Atex, anyone?), the bracketed codes of HT-

tice, most readers just leave them like that. Those

ML may look reassuringly familiar—or may make

may not be the typefaces you would have picked,

you think you've entered one of those Twilight

but they're the ones common to most operating

Zone episodes where the heroes keep slipping

systems, and at least you know what you'll be

back into worlds they think they've left far behind.

dealing with—in most cases (below, I'll describe

Although there are a few specialized HTML for-

how even these settings might change). Other

matting applications (most of them shareware),

elements of layout are likewise similar.

formatting the files usually means using a word

In this context, though, good design isn't

processor to type in codes that label each ele-

judged by typographic finesse, but by the design-

ment of the document—<TI> for title, or <H1>
for a first-level heading, for example. Then, it's

er's ability to create a look that's idiosyncratic
enough to let readers know at once whose site

up to the software that decodes the file (referred

they have landed at, while helping them find

to as a "browser") to assign type specifications
to each element.

the information they came for—and fast. For the

HTML itself is actually pretty easy to learn. At

most part, that means judicious use of graphics
and much attention to how content is approached

this point, at least, there are relatively few codes

in cyberspace. The task is to design an interface

to master. (In that sense, HTML's current limita-

for an interactive presentation, within a set of

tions are good news for designers: beginners can

rules particular to the Web. Creative designers

jump in and learn the ropes without being over-

are using graphic buttons, eye-catching icons,

whelmed by complexity.) The codes themselves

and navigation maps to plant their identity in useful interface tools.

are also fairly easy to understand. English words
(or parts thereof)-are used as labels, and it's easy to
parse out what's going on with very little training.
Even if you opt to use an HTML formatting
program or filter, there's really no escaping the need to master and troubleshoot those strings of
HTML code. While such programs will insert

Graphics on the Web have their own pitfalls.

the codes for you, you still need to tell them what

As computer graphics have gotten more sophisti-

codes to use for different parts of your document.
Even if your software offered a "Save as HTML"

cated, designers have become used to seeing file
sizes for a single image reach to 20 MB and more.

command, you wouldn't want to use it. Real suc-

By contrast, the most successful Web designers

cess with HTML seems to lie in the ability to

recommend that all graphics be kept to 20 KB—

turn the codes to uses they were never meant to

or less. This takes into account the fact that lots

serve. No real HTML jockey actually uses the

of people who will view your work will be down-

Heading 1 (H1) code, for example, to code first-

loading it to their computer over a 14,400-bps

level heads. By default, most browsers will turn

modem. In real terms that translates to about 1

that into 20-point Times, which is okay for the

KB per second—over a good connection—or

title of a specification document, but usually way

20 seconds just to get that tiny file. This doesn't

out of proportion with the 12-point text that

necessarily mean using thumbnail-sized images

typically makes up the rest of a short commercial

throughout your site. The standard World Wide

page. To get something more in line with the

Web graphics formats—GIF and JPEG—are

look they're after, savvy designers may use another

highly compressed, and there are lots of tricks

heading level, another element entirely, bolded
regular text, or even an embedded graphic for

you can use—indexing color and selecting graphics that have monochromatic backgrounds, for

their main heads.

example—to keep file sizes small. Another trick is
to reuse graphics: once downloaded, graphics are

2. Focus on the Interface.

icons, navigation bars and other elements come
up almost instantly.
As I mentioned above, HTML's tags describe
4. Design for the Pickiest Reader,
but Don't Forget the Others.

Designing for the Web is an exercise in

indent, the shapes and sizes of bullets—are all

overcoming your control issues. Even if you've

determined by the browser, and not by the designer. In that case, you may be wondering why

designed a page that looks fabulous on your
own system, many of your readers will see it dif-

I'm referring to design at all. If typography and

ferently. It may be by accident: readers will have

trol, what lies within it?
First let me say that it's not quite as bad as

MEDIUM, SEMIBOLD, BOLD E. ITALICS

SMALL CAPITALS

MEDIUM & SEMIBOLD

LOWER CASE FIGURES
EXTENSIVE KERNING

to interpret the tags as it sees fit. Typeface, type

layout are essentially out of the designer's con-

NEW VERSIONS OF THE

ITC STONE SERIF FAMILY
ITC STONE SANS FAMILY
ITC STONE INFORMAL FAMILY
6 'WEIGHTS

graph. It's up to the reader's browser software
size, and leading, line length, the size of an

SUMNER STONE

FEATURING

only the structure of your document—this element is the first-level head, that one a new para-

DESIGNED BY

cached on the reader's hard disk to be used again.
That means that once they are downloaded,

EACH WEIGHT

1200+ PAIRS/FONT

$69

:ER F AMILY

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER
POSTSCRIPT TYPE 1 FONTS
PLEASE SPECIFY MACINTOSH OR WINDOWS
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD

7.75% SALES TAX

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

just come from a page that required a wider window than yours, so their first view of your site
will have line lengths double what you intended

* ADD $4 SHIPPING PER ORDER
PHONE, FAX OR MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:

STONE TYPE FOUNDRY
626 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD

it sounds. Most browsers use the same settings,

(the lines generally wrap to the width of the

assuming 12-point Times for the basic text font,

reader's window). In some cases, the reader will

12-point Courier for the alternate, and, in prac-

PALO ALTO, CA 94301
PHONE: 415-324-1870
FAX: 415-324-1783

Continued on page 46
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Continued from page 45

that essentially just names the page you're link-

have changed the default settings on the brows-

ing to. However, if you want to take advantage of

er—to use their own favorite typeface, to enlarge

some of the more advanced, eye-catching, and

the type for easier reading, or just because they

useful features possible with electronic publish-

can. While there are steps you can take to mini-

ing—animation, interactive responses to user

mize these variances, there will always be a set

input, online searching, and bulletin boards—

of people who will be viewing your code in a

you're going to have to have someone on your

way you never imagined or intended. You just

team who's comfortable with programming, usu-

have to get used to that.
Probably the most common reason for read-

ally Unix programming. Of course, that's also
required of whoever is running your network

ers not seeing what you intended, though, is the

server, so help should be close at hand. If you

Any Font
You Want...

differences in browser software. Not all browsers

want to run a freelance Web-design business,

use the same defaults for laying out the different

however, you'll need a programmer on your team.

with FontLab 2.5
for Windows!

port graphics at all. There's also a set of HTML tags,

The most powerful and sophisticated
typography tool for the Windows environment lets
you create unique
characters (logos,
signatures, clipart,
math, chemical,
architecture, . .),
morph symbols, edit
fonts, and rearrange
your keyboard. Adobe
Type 1 or TrueType
input and output - with automatic hinting, kerning,
and tracking. Easy-to-use drawing tools, macros,
subroutines,
drop-and-drag,
and WYSIWYG
interface.
FontLab works
fast to create
new characters,
symbols, or
whole fonts for
you. Special
editing tools, prefab character parts, and a library of
subroutines eliminate the drudgery of painstakingly
hand drawing each character.
Instead you can let your creativity
Instant font
run free - and when you've got the
variations:
perfect look for one character, you
Oblique
don't have to do it all over again for Reverse
Narrow
the next. Just save what you want
Expanded
and reuse it!
Bieck
FontLab includes:
Ouithhe
FindFont - a search and retrieve
Inverted
utility that keeps you on top of your SMALLCAPS
typeface collection.
ScanFont - A utility for converting bitmaps to fonts.
Just use ScanFont on any graphic and you can
convert it into your own font.

IQ

Gos

FontLab-The
Professional's Type
Tool - $349

codes, and some browsers don't even recognize
codes other browsers might handle without a
hitch. A healthy percentage of Web users (probably 10 to 20%) are using browsers that don't supdubbed the "Netscape extensions," which were

To Order Call: 800-435-1960 or (410)987-5616
Fax: +1(410)987-4980
EMail: 70220.344@compuserve.com
Mail. Pyrus NA, Ltd., Box 465,
Millersville, MD 21108 USA

HTML, like everything else about the Web, is

created by Netscape Communications, a leading

a fast-moving target. As I write this, IETF's HTML

Web software company, to support such niceties

Working Group is hammering out the specifica-

as centered text, text wraparound graphics, dif-

tion for the next version of HTML (version 3.0),

ferent sizes of type, and background colors and
graphics. The fact that Netscape introduced its

which will include many of Netscape's current

extensions without having them duly reviewed

wraparound graphics), plus new tags that will let

and adopted by the group officially in charge of

designers spec captions and overlays for figures,

developing HTML (The Internet Engineering Task

include a "banner" on each page for elements

Force HTML Working Group), has angered some

such as navigation bars and company logos, that

people in the Web community. Netscape claims

won't scroll off the page, and let designers spec-

that its extensions have been carefully designed

ify typographic controls such as typeface leading.

to cause no problems for browsers that don't

Netscape is telling its customers to keep their

support them (such browsers will generally just

eyes peeled for more Netscape extensions. Sun

extensions (for example, centered text and text

ignore the foreign code), but some may in fact

Microsystems is showing a new browser called

cause your text to lay out strangely on non-

Java, which will allow a much greater level of

Netscape browsers.
An important part of Web design is testing

width connections. The Web community is also

your code on a variety of browsers and platforms.

buzzing with talk of VRML (Virtual Reality Model-

Your code and color will look different on each

ing Language), a method of creating 3-D, interac-

variation. As a baseline, your design must at least

tive interfaces. Meanwhile, Adobe and Common

work on each one.
Those who really care about the way their

Ground are adding Web linking and browsing

pages look will be using the Netscape browser.
Adding centering codes or background graphics
for your Netscape audience may make your pages

viewers, which will let publishers bypass HTML

animation and interactivity over even low-band-

features to their Acrobat and Common Ground
altogether to publish fully formatted pages in

look a lot better to those readers, and will have

those proprietary formats.
What all this means is that your schooling

no nasty effects in other browsers. At the same

won't stop after you've mastered this month's

time, spec'ing all your heads by type size and style

version of HTML. Taking on design for the Web

(as you can for Netscape) rather than assigning

means committing yourself to a fast-paced learn-

head levels could create a confusing layout for
users whose browsers don't support the type size

your design work on a site won't be done after

tags. Go ahead and enhance your page with the

you've launched it; your first version is bound to

Netscape codes, but don't rely on them to the

look dated in a month or two, and new possibili-

detriment of other readers. And test, test, test.

ties spawned by new HTML tags and new software

Your reward will be a page that looks great to the

will spur you to constantly rethink your approach.

ing process for quite a while. It also means that

The exploding interest in Web publishing and

pickiest of readers.
Demo version downloadable from:
Compuserve -DTP Forum, Lib 12, FLW25D.EXE
AOL-Windows Forum, Font Lib, FLWDEMO.ZIP
Internet- /pub/comp.fonts/demos/flwdemo.exe
at jasper.ora.com

6. Fasten Your Seatbelts:
It's Going to be a Bumpy Ride.

the rapid pace of change not only creates a great
business opportunity for designers, it makes for
5. Make Friends With a Programmer.

an exceptionally exciting time for anyone interested in exploring new ways of communicating.
So before you start bellyaching about HTML, look

As I mentioned above, HTML is pretty easy to

learn. It's a tagging system, not really a programming language, as it's often referred to. You can
make a great-looking site without writing a line of
code. The hyperlinks that are used to navigate
from page to page are achieved with a simple tag

Circle 8 on Reader Service Card
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deeper. It just might turn out to be the most useful tool you've ever been handed.
4*

4* 4,

Following are a handful of World Wide Web
sites, and insights into their design approaches.
Continued on page 52
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• Eligibility
The competition is open to any individual or group of any nationality.
• Typeface categories
There are two entry categories:
Latin
Kanji
Either or both categories may be chosen.
There is no limit to the number of submissions per entrant.
• Design format
Submitted designs must conform to the format specifications
(including the assigned characters) for the respective category,
which are supplied with the entry form.
Entries that differ substantially from
the competition specifications will be disqualified.
• Entry deadline
Entries accompanied by the application and agreement forms
must be received by the Competition Office no later than
August 31, 1996.
• Panel of judges (in alphabetical order):
Fred Brady, (U.S.A., manager of new typography, Adobe Systems Inc.)
Matthew Carter, (England, typeface designer)
Alan Chan, (Hong Kong, graphic designer)
Takenobu Igarashi, (Japan, graphic designer)
Mitsuo Katsui, (Japan, graphic designer)
Yoshiaki Morisawa, (Japan, president of Morisawa & Co. Ltd.)
lkko Tanaka, (Japan, graphic designer)
• Prizes
The following prize amounts and certificate
will be awarded to the winning entries.
Gold Prize: one for each category
Y3 million (Kanji)
Y2 million (Latin)
Silver Prize: one for each category
Y1 million
Bronze Prize: one for each category
Y500,000
Judges' Prizes: total of 7 prizes in both categories
Y200,000
Honorable Mention: two in each category
Y100,000
• Announcement of winners
Award winners will be notified by mail in
December 1996 (as well as through
announcements in design journals such as
U&Ic and Graphis).
• Competition sponsors
Adobe Systems Incorporated, CA, U.S.A.
Morisawa Bunken K.K.
• For further information
Detail information of design formats,
etc., is available on request.
Please write to the address below.
•
Office of the Morisawa Awards 1996
International Typeface Design
Competition
do Morisawa & Company Ltd.,
2-6-25, Shikitsu-Higashi,
Naniwa-ku, Osaka 556, Japan
Phone: +81 6 649-2156
Fax: +81 6 649-2154
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ITC All LINES®

Black
ITC Bernase Roman®
/7 241/z"

UM Bodoni finish"
ITC Bodoni- Seventy-Two

Medium Oblique
Demi
Demi Oblique

Book
Book Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
ITC Bodoni" Twelve

Bold
Bold Oblique
Book Condensed
Medium Condensed
Demi Condensed
Bold Condensed

Book
Book Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
ITC Bodoni" Six
Book
Book Italic
Bold
Bold Italic

ITC Barcelona®
Book
Book Italic
Medium
Medium Italic

Bold
Bold Italic
Heavy
Heavy Italic

ITC Bolt Bold®
ITC/LSC Book'
Regular Roman
Regular Italic
Bold Roman
Bold Italic
X-Bold Roman

ITC New Baskerville®
Roman
Italic
Semi Bold
Semi Bold Italic

Bold
Bold Italic

*Protected by United
States patent Des.
317,621, 324,535,
323,849, 322,985,
325,042, 325,219.

Black

X-Bold Italic

Black Italic

ITC Bookman®

ITC Bouhcius®
light
Medium
Demiboki
Bold
Heavy
j-LaTTIEDT

Light
Light Italic
Medium Italic
Demi
Demi Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
CD.asaIlLag iviZ\JLigZ

ITE OCCIIMCC/'

Contour

ITC Benguiat®
Book
Book Italic

P,ra

v ✓r

"IrOtal.eu 1-tcA.oi gold'"

Medium
Medium Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
Book Condensed
Book Condensed Italic

ITC BUCOIMPC
L
MEDIUM

BOLD

Medium Condensed

ITC Caslon Headline®

Medium Condensed Italic

Bold Condensed
Bold Condensed Italic
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Bold
Bold Italic

X-Bold
ITC Century®
Light
Light Italic
Book
Book Italic

Bold
Bold Italic
Ultra
Ultra Italic
Light Condensed
Light Condensed Italic
Book Condensed
Book Condensed Italic

Bold Condensed
Bold Condensed Italic
Ultra Condensed
Ultra Condensed Italic
Handtooled
Handtooled Italic

ITC Cerigo"
23ook with Swash
Dook7talic with Swash

Medium
Medium Italic
Bold
Bold Italic

ITC CharterRegular
Regular Italic

Bold

Bold Italic
Black
Black Italic

ITC Cheltenham'

Medium

-

ITC/LSC Caslon No. 223®
Light
Light Italic
Regular
Regular Italic

X-Bold Italic

Black Italic

®

Medium

Black Italic

ITC Berkeley Oldstyle®
Book
Book Italic
Medium
Medium Italic
Bold
Bold Italic

Medium

International Typeface
Corporation operates
under this name domestically and in foreign
countries and is known
as "ITC?' ITC and its
typeface names are registered trademarks of
International Typeface
Corporation in certain
countries. In addition,
ITC typefaces are protected by design legislation and copyrights in
certain countries. (See
ITC specimen booklets.)

Medium Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
Black

Bold Italic
Heavy
Heavy Italic

Extra Light Oblique
Book
Book Oblique

The typefaces
shown on these
pages represent
the complete
collection of ITC
typefaces as of
August 21, 1995

Medium italic

Bold

IT( fltin®

Fall 1995

ITC Caslon No. 224®
Book
Book Italic

Medium

ITC American Typewriter
Light
Light Italic
Medium
Medium Italic
Bold
Bold ItaLic
Light Condensed
Medium Condensed
Bold Condensed
OOlcE aAnAm@
ITC Avant Garde Gothic
Extra Light

ITC Benguiat Gothic®
Book
Book Italic

Light
Light Italic
Book
Book Italic

Bold

Bold Italic
Ultra
Ultra Italic
Light Condensed
Light Condensed Italic
Book Condensed
Book Condensed Italic

Bold Condensed

Bold Condensed Italic
Ultra Condensed
Ultra Condensed Italic

Outline Shadow

Contour

Handtooled
Handtooled Italic

ITC Clearface®
Regular
Regular Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
Heavy
Heavy Italic
Black

Black Italic

Outhne
Outline Sh dem

Contour

ITC/ESC Condensed®
Komall
Valle
ITC Cushing®
Book
Book Italic
Medium
Medium Italic

ITC Garamond®
Light
Light Italic
Book
Book Italic

Bold
Bold Italic
Ultra
Ultra Italic

Light Narrow
Light Narrow Italic
Book Narrow
Book Narrow Italic
Bold Narrow
Bold Narrow Italic
Light Condensed
Light Condensed Italic
Book Condensed
Book Condensed Italic
Bold Condensed
Bold Condensed Italic
Ultra Condensed

ITC Tat Face®
ITC Fenice®
Light
Light Italic
Regular
Regular Italic

Bold
Bold Italic

Ultra
Ultra Italic

ITC F irenze®

Bold
Bold Italic

Ultra Condensed Italic

ITC Flora®

Handtooled
Handtooled Italic
ITC Giovanni®
Book
Book Italic
Bold

Medium
Bold

Heavy
Heavy Italic

ITC Dave's Raves
One0.60104

ITC Franklin Gothic'

Book
Book Italic
Medium

Bold Italic

Medium Italic

Two

Black
Black Italic
ITC Golden Type®

Demi

Three lir9fi Orgt.40

ITC Didi®
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ITC Esprit®
Book
Book Italic
Medium
Medium Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
Black
Black Italic

D

E1 13
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Demi Italic
Heavy
Heavy Italic
Book Condensed
Book Condensed Italic
Medium Condensed

Original
Bold
Black

Goudy Sans®
Book
Book Italic
Medium
ITC

Medium Condensed Italic
Demi Condensed

Demi Condensed Italic
Book Compressed
Book Compressed Italic
Demi Compressed
Demi Compressed Italic
Book X-Compressed
Demi X- Compressed
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Medium Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
Black
Black Italic
ITC Gorilla®
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Contour

ITC Grouch®
ITC Highlander'"
Book
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Book
Book Italic
Medium
Medium Italic
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Bold Italic
Black

Black Italic

ITC Eras®
Light

Book
Medium
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Contour

Italic
Bold

Book Italic

Bold Italic

Medium
Medium Italic

ITC Galliard®
Roman
Italic

Bold
Bold Italic

Bold Italic

ITC Honda®

Bold

Black

ITC `Madam®
4aular

Black Italic
Ultra
Ultra Italic
ITC Gamma
Book
Book Italic

Rid
ITC Isbell®

®

Book
Book Italic

Medium
Medium Italic
Bold

Medium
Medium Italic

Bold
Bold Italic
Black
Black Italic

Bold Italic
Heavy
Heavy Italic
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Italia
Book

Medium
Bold
ITC Jamille®
Book
Book Italic
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Bold Italic

Black
Black Italic
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Book
ITC

Medium
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Ultra
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time in this half of the twentieth century: the end of
the Cold War; truce declarations in Northern Ireland;
treaties in the Middle East; renewed relations between former enemies in Southeast Asia; and
more. Much, though, remains to be done;
and with that hope in mind, this graphic has
been created to express our desire to hasten
arrival of the day when,
in the words of Isaiah,
"Nation shall not lift
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at'
nation: nor shall
they learn war
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and a Web connection and just start surfing. Documentation for HTML is
available online. After you've learned the most basic rules, your best friend
is your browser's View Source command (just about every browser has one).
When you see a site you like the look of, choose View Source, and your
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The best way to learn the ins and outs of HTML is to get yourself a browser

tw

MI1

browser will show you the HTML code that created that page. It's an easy way
to learn the techniques of the masters.
Whether spurred by the futility (thanks to View Source) of any attempt to

p

keep trade secrets, or perhaps just inspired by the cooperative culture of the

Vtl-

Internet, most Web designers are more than happy to share their

m ir

secrets. Many practitioners have published extensive online guides to the
dos and don'ts of Web design (most of them highly subjective, of course).
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And in some cases, designers who are particularly proud of their innova-
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tions will include a page on their site that describes their methods in detail.

[Yahoo]
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http://www.yahoo.com

Looks aren't everything. You're look-

Superb Translations & Foreign Language Typography

ing at probably the most visited site

Spectrum Multilanguage Communications

on the Web, Yahoo's excellent index to
Web sites all over the world. (By the

225 West 39th Street, New York, 10018 • (212) 391-3940

Yahoo
Have you filbxt out our Iltr3TY?
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way, the World Wide Web section under

ASK FOR A COMPLIMENTARY SUBSCRIPTION TO OUR AWARD-WINNING NEWSLETTER.
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Computers is one of the best places
to start learning about the Web and
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HTML.) Before the corporate types
started descending on the Web, pages
like Yahoo's were the rule. By the time
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you read this, though, Yahoo will have
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gone upscale, with a new look provided
by CKS Partners.

[Ctheory]
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server.hss.cmu.edu/ctheory/ctheory.html
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Ctheory, a journal of postmodern cul-

tural critiques, has a clean layout that
will look equally good on any viewer.
The idiosyncratic graphic makes the
page's only design statement; the rest
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is basic HTML. (Text that is highlighted

Moor ••••

and underlined are hyperlinks.)

[Dex]
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users/matthewb/dex_2/dex_home.html
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Dex is an online magazine published

by Atomic Vision, a digital design and
engineering firm headed by Matthew
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Butterick in San Francisco. Here
Butterick takes full advantage of NetSpin this great new indie release from ITF on your CD-ROM tomorrow!
Only 574.95 including a unique 200 page hard-cover font reference!
Order through our World Wide Web site, or call 1800 326 TYPE.
When you receive the CD, we'll unlock 25 free fonts for you right awayl

fontsOnlineWe've got your type. -

scape's extensions, specifying a
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custom background color (here, just
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a simple white), custom font sizes,
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and right- and left-aligned images.
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It's a stunning page.

http://www.dol.com/fontsOnline
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fontsOnline is a trademark of Alphabets, Inc. - order@alphabets.corn • 1 708 328 2733 • fax 1 708 328 1922
ITF is a trademark of International Typefounders, Inc. Other marks are property of their respective owners.

Continued on page 58
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world-rinss designers

Type
Designer
Profiles
Pdrt
PART TWO of our three-part AgfaType Creative llliance
profile series features the creators of
Jante Antigua, & the Architype 2 Series

—

intriguing new

typefaces from leading international designers, and they're
available only from Agfa!

Jean-Francois Porchez began designing
type in 1989 and a year later won an
international typeface competition. A

London-born Matthew
Carter is a 40 year
graduate of l'Imprimerie Nationale, this
veteran of type design.
"I feel lucky," he
prolific young Parisian designed the
says, "to have had
the experience of
digital typeface used at the Paris daily
creating type in
newspaper Le Monde including 250o signs, all the ways it can be made:
metal type, photo, and
ligatures, and symbols. In creating Apolline,
digital." Carter, who was in
on the birth of the digital
Porchez strove for "the soul of
revolution, is excited by
the intensity of type
the Renaissance printers
development activity
Ask about the
resulting from
Agfa Creative
and typographers." The Apollin
Alliance Club for
electronic advances.
Hot Exclusive Tune
ICACHETI! Members get
Alisal,, his newest face
discounts, a free Creative
family, which includes many
Alliance Exclusive
and a Creative
topelace, quarterly
mailings, early access
Alliance Exclusive, is
to Creative Alliance
special characters and ligatures, is
Exclusives,
"a result of my
and more!
exploration of the point
a Creative Alliance Exclusive.
where a script face turns
into a formal face."

berlin's bouhaus
museum provided
the inspiration
which veteran
designers david (wog and freda sock
turned into their archittipe series.
the iondon-based co-owners of the
foundrq undertook to develop

EDGE OUT THE COMPETITION WITH AGFATYPE
With 3500 typefaces—over 500 new and many
exclusive—the AgfaType Collection has got what it takes
to make your message stand out. The AgfaType Library
includes text and display typefaces from world-class
designers, small large international foundries. This
unique resource offers quality type designs you won't find
anywhere else. And quarterly new releases ensure that the
AgfaType Collection will continually grow as our Creative
Alliance expands.

FREE ACFATYPE CATALOG
Our catalog features partial character sets of the
complete AgfaType Collection, featuring both the
AgfaType and Adobe libraries. To receive your free
catalog, including the latest releases and exclusive
designs, fill out the attached reply card today. AgfaType is
available on diskette or CD-ROM. Volume discounts, type
subscription packs, unlocked libraries, and multi-printer
licenses are available.

"displaq tope with a seas
histortr bq converting the hand

WHAT'S NEXT? PART 3 IN THE NEXT Ink

lettering of (wig loth centurq want
garde artists into complete ttiperaces.
the six striking displaq faces that
make up archittwe volume 2 are
creative alliance exclusives.

• The leading Italian type designer whose distinguished
career encompasses 60 years.
• A British designer of type for television, print, and film
who began his creative life as a sign painter!
• A type educator and creator of fonts for l'Imprimerie
Nationale in Paris.
• The young gifted French designer whose first
commercial type design received overwhelming
acclaim.

To Danish designer Poul Sogren, legibility is the essence of letterform design.
In his words, "A typeface exists to

serve the reader."

It's a conviction

that derives in part from a former job teaching children with
severe reading disabilities, further reinforced when he studied
design at l'Imprimerie Nationale in Paris. To achieve this end,
Sogren spent years perfecting his

remarkably versatile Jante Antigua

family of typefaces. )ante Antigua, a Creative Alliance Exclusive, is available
only from Agfa.

COLOPHON
Page 1: Main Head E Part II-Lafayette Extra Condensed; World Class-Bayer Type Architype; Look What's
New-Brok: Text-Arepo Roman, Italic, I talic Swash, Bold; Hove You Heard-D .1 , nr Black; Text-Citadel Solid,
inhine; Dingbat-Mexican Symbols; To Learn More-Ballm :r Arch
type
Page 2: Porchez profile-Apolline Regi nor, Italic, Semibo d. Altomate Ornaments; Carter quote-Alisal. Small
CACHHET -Lafayette Ext a Conklensed: Agfa-Avalon; Creative Alliance-Ballmer
Caps; Carter profile-Alisal,
Architype
Page 3: Sogren profile-)ante Antigua Regulai Italic, Del nibold: Sack/Quay profile-Bayer Type Architype:
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Sidebar Heads-Asphalt Black Conden sed;
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The Agfa Division of Bayer Corporation
Typographic Systems
90 Industrial Way
Wilmington, MA 01887 USA
800-424-TYPE
fax 508-657-8568

ACCENT Software, Inc.

Autologic SA

902 Veneto
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 552-7672
High-Quality Graphics and
Typefaces for Use with Computer
Aided Design/Drafting on
Macintosh, IBM PC and UNIX
Platforms

1030 Bussigny Pres Lausanne
Switzerland
021 89 29 71
Bobst Graphic Products and
Phototypesetting Systems

Adobe Systems Inc.
1585 Charleston Road
P O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039-7900
(415) 961-4400
Interactive Software Tools for
Graphic Arts

Aim Graphics, Inc.
6 White Plains Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63017
(314) 536-2855
Developer of AIM-3D Computer
Animation System for 80386
and 80486 PCs

Crosfield
Lightspeed Inc.
47 Farnsworth Street
Boston, MA 02210
(617) 338-2173
Lightspeed Color Layout
Systems, Lightspeed
Interactive Kerning Editor

Bayer Corporation
Agfa Division

9095 Picasso
St. Leonard, Quebec H1P 3JS
Canada
(514) 526-6200

Dainippon Screen Mfg.
Co., Ltd.
Overseas Division
12-2 Bohjoh-cho, Chudoji
Shimokyo-ku, Kyoto, 600 Japan
(81) 75/365-3131
Color Scanners, Imagesetters,
Color Prepress Systems and
Graphic Arts Equipment

THE Datafile
Bitstream Inc.

401 Broadway
Redwood City, CA 94063-3199
(415) 367-2011
AVA-3 (Video Graphic Art
Generator)

Athenaeum House
215 First Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 497-6222
High Quality Digital Type for the
Macintosh and PC

71 Anson Road
Locking
Weston-Super-Mare
Avon BS24 7DQ
England
011 44 934 823005

Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Manufacturer of Apple's
Macintosh Equipment

Applied Arabic Limited
Sales and Marketing
Pulse House, Bonny Street
London NW1 9PG. U.K.
(Tel) +44 (0) 171-485-0285
(Fax) +44 (0) 171-267-1031
Technical Division
Bradbourne House
East Mailing
Kent ME19 6DZ. U.K.
Tel: +44 (0) 732-875-000
Fax: +44 (0) 732-875-333
Designers and Manufacturers
of Arabic Typefaces and Fonts.
Suppliers of Digital Data in All
Formats

Apply Design Group
Am Gehrkamp 45
D-3160 Lehrte
Germany
011 49 51 32 12 28
Supplier and Manufacturer of
Digital Typefaces

Architext Inc.

International Typeface
Corporation is a developer and marketer
of high quality typeface
designs that are applicable to a wide variety
of graphic communication needs. ITC has a
professional understanding of both the esthetics
and business of type.
As a result, we have
established a business
relationship with the
companies listed to
the right of this column.
Purchasing fonts and
type imaging equipment
from any of these companies assures authenticity of ITC typefaces
and optimal quality
design representation.
These Subscriber companies are licensed
to manufacture and sell
ITC typefaces.

121 Interpark Boulevard
Suite 1101
San Antonio, TX 78216
(512) 490-2240
The Architext OmniFont Library
& Digitization Services. Fonts
for HR IBM, Kodak, PostScript,
Siemens and Xerox Laser Printers.
Custom Fonts for IBM
& Okidata Desktop Printers

ASIBA GmbH
Ostengasse 7
8400 Regensburg
Germany
(0941) 52240
Letterplot 33 (Software for
Signage)

Aston Electronic
Designs Ltd.
125/127 Deepcut Bridge Road
Deepcut, Camberley, Surrey
GU16 6SD England
(0252) 836221
Video Character Generators

British Broadcasting
Corporation

Whetstone Magna
Lutterworth Road
Whetstone
Leicester LE8 3NB
United Kingdom
011 44 533 783 225
Datafont APS Design &
Production Software, ZEUS
Z100 Laser Cutter

Broadcasting House
London W1A IAA
England
01 580 4468
Video Fonts for the BBC

CADCAM PUNCH LTD.
43, Arkwright Street
Nottingham NG2 2JR
England
0602 862561
CADCAM Textile Designing
Systems

Halesowan
West Midland B63 3XE
England
021 585 6897

Carter & Cone Type Inc.

DIGI-FONTS, Inc.

Dawlex Software

528 Commons Drive
Golden, CO 80401
(303) 526-9435
Manufacturer of Scalable
Outline Fonts and Font Utility
- Software for HP LaserJet
Family and PostScript Printers

2155 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 576-0398
Independent Type Designers and
Font Makers

Casady & Greene Inc.
22734 Portola Drive
Salinas, CA 93908-1119
(408) 484-9228
FAX: (408) 484-9218
Manufacturer of Bitmap
and PostScript Typefaces for
Macintosh

Digital Composition
Systems, Inc.
1715 West Northern
Suite 201
Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 870-7666
Database Publishing Software for
Microcomputer Users

Color Image
Products Company

dtp Types Limited

1116 Manheim Pike
Lancaster, PA 17601
(717) 393-2591
Manufacturer of
Dry Transfer Letters

13 Nurserylands Gossops Green
Crawley West Sussex RH11 8RH
England
0293 615469
Manufacturers of Software and
Font Products for Electronic
Publishing and Graphic Arts

Computer Associates
International, Inc.
Great Valley Corporate Center
40 Valley Stream Parkway
Malvern, PA 19355
(215) 251-9890
Manufacturer of Graphic
Software for Apple Macintosh
Computer

Dubner Computer
Systems, Inc.
6 Forest Avenue
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 845-8900
Broadcast TV Equipment

Computer Gesellschaft
Konstanz MBH

Elsner+Flake
Designstudios

Max-Stromeyer-Strasse 116
D-7750 Konstanz
Germany
(07531) 87-4433
Laserset-Laser Typesetter
OCR-Equipment

Friedensallee 44
22765 Hamburg
Germany
Tel: 011 49 40 39 88 39 88
Fax: 011 49 40 39 88 39 99
High Quality Digital Type for Apple
Macintosh and PC

Computer Output
Printing, Inc.

Esselte Letraset
Letraset Limited

4828 Loop Central Drive
Houston, TX 77081
(713) 666-0911
High End Electronic Printing
Systems and Digital Fonts

St. George's House
195-203 Waterloo Road
London SE1 8X1
England
0171 928 3411
TrueType and Type 1 Format Fonts

Autologic, Inc.
1050 Rancho Conejo Boulevard
Newbury Park, CA 91320
(805) 498-9611
Phototypesetting and Laser
Imaging System Photo Units,
Digital Photo Units/Digital
Recorders, Laser Recorders,
Headline Typesetters, Scanners

Corel Corporation
The Corel Building
1600 Carling Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario K1Z 8R7
(800) 77-COREL
World Leader in Developing
Graphics Software, SCSI
Software and CD-ROM Titles

Letraset USA Inc.
40 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 845-6100
TrueType and Type 1 Format Fonts
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GST Software Products
Limited
Meadow Lane, St. Ives
Huntington, Cambridgeshire
PE17 4LG
England
44-480-496789
(603) 329-5076
Software for Typesetting on
Personal Computers

The Font Factory
2400 Central Parkway
Suite A
Houston, TX 77092
(713) 682-8973
Desktop Publishing Typefaces
for Ventura Publisher and
Window/PageMaker

FontHaus Inc.
1375 Kings Highway East
Fairfield, CT 06430
(203) 367-1993
PostScript Font Resellers and
Software Developers Supporting
Macintosh and PC Formats

FONTS
Hardy-Williams (Design) Ltd.
300A High Street
Sutton, Surrey
SM1 PQ England
01-636-0474

Datafont Systems UK Ltd.

Anagraph, Inc.
3580 Cadillac Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 540-2400
Graphic Design Systems,
Plotting and Cutting Systems

2906 North East Glisen Street
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 234-5522
Manufacturers of Laser
Publishing Systems
Incorporating Typesetting and
Fonts into Unit Based Computer
System

dada Indugu

90 Industrial Way
Wilmington, MA 01887
(508) 658-0200
AgfaType- CD ROM; ProSet'"
Series: 9400, 9550, and
9800 Laser Imaging Devices;
SelectSet' 5000 Laser Imaging
Device; StudioSet'" 2000 Plus
Laser Imaging Device; 9000
PS MAX Plus/J Kanji PostScript
RIP; 5000 and 9000 PS Star
PostScript RIPs; Agfa Color
Scape- Color Electronic
Prepress Systems; Focus'
Scanner family; PostScript
Slidemakers

Ampex Corporation

ETP Systems, Inc.

FontShop International
Bergmannstrage 102
D-10961 Berlin
Germany
49 30 69 37 0 22

Font World, Inc.
2021 Scottsville Road
Rochester, NY 14623-2021
(716) 235-6861
Supplier of Multiple Language
Publishing Systems

Fundicion Tipografica
Neufville, S.A.
Puigmarti, 22
Barcelona-12
Spain
219 50 00
Poster Types

GDT Sot Works Inc.
Suite 188
4664 Lougheed Highway
Burnaby
British Columbia V5C 6B7
Canada
(604) 291-9121
Developer of Macintosh Printer
Driver, Employs Outline Font
Technology for HP Deskjet, HP
Laserjet Series, and HP Laser
Compatible Printers

General Parametrics
Corp.
1250 Ninth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 524-3950

Genicom Corporation
Genicom Drive
Waynesboro, VA 22980
1 (800) 4-GENICOM
(1 (800) 443-6426)

Genigraphics
Corporation

Hampstead
Computer Graphics
378 Emerson Avenue
Hampstead, NH 03841

Heidelberg-PMT
Co., Ltd.
3-21-4 Minami Oi
Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo
Japan
(03) 763-4141

Helix Limited
P 0. Box 15
Lye Stourbridge
West Midlands DY9 7A)
England
(0384) 424441

Hewlett Packard
Vancouver Division, Washington
18110 S.E. 34th Street
Camas, WA 98607
(206) 944-8110

Hewlett Packard
Corporation
Boise Division
11311 Chinden Boulevard
Boise, ID 83714
(208) 323-6000

HOUSEstyle
50-54 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1M 5PS
England
0171 251 3746

Image Club
Graphics Inc.
729 Twenty Fourth Ave. SE
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T2G 1P5
(403) 262-8008
Manufacturer of PostScript
Typefaces

Information
International, Inc.
5933 Slauson Avenue
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 390-8611
Phototypesetting Systems

International Business
Machines Corporation
Old Orchard Road
Armonk, NY 10504
(303) 924-4807
Electronic Printing Systems

International Digital
Fonts
14316th Street Northwest
Calgary, Alberta T2M 3E7
Canada
(403) 284-2288
Digital Fonts for Laser Printers
Available in PostScript Type 1
and TrueType Formats

2 Corporate Drive
Suite 340
Shelton, CT 06484-6206
(203) 926-8808
Computer Generated
Graphic Production

Izumiya Co., Inc.

GeoPoint, Inc.

Kagema AG

401 China Basin Street
Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94107

Postfach 422 CH-8051
Zurich, Switzerland
(1321) 0600

Gepeto Electronica Ltda

Kroy

Praia de Botafog 440-16 andar
Rio de Janeiro CEP 22250
Brazil
(021) 286-8284
Telex 021-33499
Digital Phototypesetters,
Photocomposition Systems

Scottsdale Airpark
14555 N. Hayden Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
(602) 948-2222

Glyph Systems, Inc.
2 Stevens Street
Andover, MA 01810
(508) 474-8087

Ebisu Subaru Building 4F
20-08, Ebisu 1-chome
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150
Japan
011 81 3 440 1531

Kyocera Corporation
2-14-19 Tamagawadai
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 158
Japan
Tel: 011 81 3 3708 3111
Tel: (510) 748-6666
ECOSYS a-Si Page Printers

LaserGo, Inc.

Microtype

Precision Type, Inc.

Simulation Excel A.S.

Typesoft Limited

Xionics

9369 Carroll Park
Suite A
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 450-4600
PostScript Interpreter Software
GoScript, GoScript Plus, and
GoScript Select

8 Faubourg St. Jean
21200 Beaune
France
Film Fonts Manufacturer,
Alphabet Designers

47 Mall Drive
Commack, NY 11725
(516) 543-3636
Marketer of Macintosh and PC
Font Software for 60+
Independent Font Foundries

Dag Hammarskjolds vei 15
Oslo 5, Norway
47-2-15 66 90
PAGEscan Digital Typesetter
PAGEcomp Interactive Ad
and Page Make-up Terminal

17 Willow Close
Hamworthy, Poole
Dorset, England
(0202) 631590

70 Blanchard Road
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 229-7100
Printer Language Interpreters for
Laser Printers

Prepress Solutions, Inc.

SoftCraft, Inc.

11 Mt. Pleasant Avenue
East Hanover, NJ 07936
(201) 887-8000
Electronic Prepress Systems
Tel: (800) 443-6600
Fax: (800) 443-1102

227 N. El Camino Real #201
Encinitas, CA 92024
(619) 944-0151
SoftCraft Font Library

LaserMaster
Corporation
7156 Shady Oak Road
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 944-9330
Manufacturer of Printer
Controllers/Typesetters for
PC Compatibles/Macintosh

Lexmark
International, Inc.
740 New Circle Road
Lexington, KY 40511
(606) 232-2000

Monotype Typography
Monotype Typography Ltd.
Penywood Business Park
Honeycrock Lane
Salfords, Redhill
Surrey, RH1 5JP
England
Tel: +44 737 765959
Fax: +44 737 769243
Monotype Typography Inc.
Suite 2630
150 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
USA
Tel: (312) 855-1440
Fax: (312) 855-9475

A. J. Lincoln & Co., Inc.
29 Domino Drive
Concord, MA 01742
(508) 369-1441
LincPage7 High-Speed
Interpreter of PostScript for
Printing, Imagesetting, Fax
Conversion, and Other
Applications

Linotype-Hell Company
Linotype-Hell Company
425 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 434-2074

NEC Corporation
7-1, Shiba 5-Chome
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 108-01
Japan
0423 641111

SoftWood, Inc.
7776 Pointe Parkway West
Suite 270
Phoenix, AZ 85044
(602) 431-9151

Presentation
Technologies, Inc.
743 North Pastoria Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 749-1959
Image-Maker Slide-Making
System

Special Graphic
Lettering Systems
Holland B.V.
P O. Box 211
2160 AE Lisse
The Netherlands
01718-26114/22871
Dry Transfer Lettering

PROSOFT Tesler
Software Corporation
7248 Bellaire Avenue
No. Hollywood, CA 91605
(818) 764-4555
"Fontasy" Software

NEC Information
Systems, Inc.

Purdy and
Associates, Inc.

1414 Massachusetts Avenue
Boxborough, MA 01719
(508) 264-8000
Personal and Small Business
Computer Systems, Printers
and Peripherals

100 Perimeter Road
Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 883-9796
Device Independent Computer
Board for Printers

Straightforward
15000 Halldale Avenue
Gardena, CA 90249
(213) 324-8827
Z-Font Software

Strata Inc.
2 West St. George Boulevard
Ancestor Square, Suite 210
St. George, UT 84770
(801) 628-5218

Purup Electronics
Linotype-Hell Limited
Chelham House
Bath Road
Cheltenham-Glos. GL53 7LR
England
(0242) 222 333
Linotype-Hell AG
Mergenthaler AI lee 55-75
D-65760 Eschborn
Germany
(06196) 98 2731
Typefaces and Fonts of
Digital Typesetters (CRT and
Laser), and other Visual
Communication Equipment
(e.g. PostScript LaserPrinters).
Linotronic Laser Imagesetters,
CRTronic Imagesetting
Equipment and Systems

Management
Graphics, Inc.
1401 79th Street East
Minneapolis, MN 55425
(612) 854-1220
Manufacturer of
Slide-Making System

Manhattan Graphics
Corporation
250 East Hartsdale Avenue
Hartsdale, NY 10530
(914) 725-2048
Developer and Publisher of
Ready,Set,Go!

Mannesmann
Scangraphic GmbH
Rissener Strage 112-114
D-2000 Wedel/Hamburg
Germany
(04103) 80 1196
Manufacturer of the Scantext
Phototypesetting System,
Frontend, Typesetter, Graphic
Page, Logoscanner, Interfaces
and Digital Fonts

Mecanorma
14 Route de Houdan
78610 Le Perray-en-Yvelines
Paris, France
(1) 34 83 92 66
Dry Transfer Letters

Neo-Visuals, Inc.
1200 Eglington Avenue E
Suite 404
Don Mills, Ontario
Canada M3C 1H9
(416) 443-9811
High End 3D Computer
Graphics and Animation

NewGen Systems
Corporation
17550 Newhope Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 641-8600

Nippon Information
& Science Ltd.
Sumire Building 4F
5-4-4 Koishikawa
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112
Japan
033 814 3201
Digital Fonts, Latin and
Non-Latin Alphabets,
Including Kenji Characters

Officine Simoncini s.p.a.
Casella Postale 776
40100 Bologna
Italy
(051) 744246
Hot Metal Composing Matrices
and Phototypesetting Systems

Pacific Data
Products, Inc.
9125 Rehco Road
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 552-0880

ParaGraph
1309 S. Mary Avenue
Suite 150
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 522-3000

ParaGraph
International
32 Krasikova Street
Moscow 117418
Russia
(7095) 129-1500
Developer of Cursive Handwriting
Recognition Technology/Fonts
(Including Cyrillic Fonts) and Type
Management Software

Mesac GmbH
Saarstrasse 29
6360 Friedberg/H.
Germany
06031/3677
UNI.LET (CAD-CAM System)

Micrografx, Inc.
1303 Arapaho
Richardson, D: 75081-2444
(214) 234-1769

5 Sonderskowej
DK-8520 Lystrup
Denmark
4586 222522
Purup PrePress Products: High
Resolution Laser Image Setters,
Interactive Graphic Systems for
Forms and Label/Packaging,
Purup Typeface Libraries, High
Resolution PostScript: Purup
Image Maker

5 Rue Du Mai 1945
92586 Clichy-Cedex
France
33 1 47 39 66 00

Typogram, Inc.
900 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 505-1640

Zenographics, Inc.
4 Executive Park Circle
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 851-6352
Professional Graphics Software
and Windows-Based Printing
Solutions

U.S. Lynx
853 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
(212) 673-3210
Lynx Laser Plain-Paper
Proofing System

Varitronic Systems, Inc.
300 Shelard Tower
600 South County Road 18
Minneapolis, MN 55426
(612) 542-1500
Merlin Electronic Lettering
Systems for the Office

VCG Holdings
Berkshire House
56 Herschel Street
Slouth SL1 1PY
England
(404) 956-0325
Software Developers of
Presentation Graphics for
Macintosh and PC Systems

Stone Type Foundry Inc.

QMS, Inc.
One Magnum Pass
Mobile, AL 36618
(205) 633-4300

626 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 324-1870
Fax: (415) 324-1783
Designs, Manufactures &
Markets Typefaces, as Well as
Providing Custom Type Design
Services

VideoSoft, Inc.

Sumitomo
Bakelite Co., Ltd.

Visualogik

2-2, 1-chome, Uchisaiwai-cho
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
(03) 595-9391
Printwheels, Daisy Wheels and
Thimbles

Qualitype
630 Ninth Avenue
New York, NY 10036
(212) 765-7000

Sun Microsystems
2550 Garcia Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300
Fonts Compatible with Sun
Hardware and Operating
Systems

Quante' Limited
31 Turnpike Road
Newbury
Berkshire RG13 2NE
England
(0635) 48222
Designers and Manufacturers of
Digital Television Broadcasting
Equipment; the Paint Box

Synapsis Corporation
5460 White Oak Avenue
Suite A336
Encino, CA 91316-2407
(818) 906-1596
Electronic Forms Vendor
Focusing in All CPU Hardware
Environments

flume Corporation
500 Yosemite Drive
Milpitas, CA 95035
1-800-223-2479
Manufacture and Distribute
Electronic Office Printing
Systems

Ryley Communications
Limited
39 Haviland Road
Ferndown Industrial Estate
Wimborne Dorset BH21 7SA
England
(0202) 871313
Television Character Generators

2103 South Broadway
P.O. Box 165920
Little Rock, AR 72206
(501) 376-2083
Supplier and Manufacturer
of Digital Fonts for Electronic
Systems

P.O. Box 1953
5200 BZ 's-Hertogenbosch
The Netherlands
31-73132 747
Fax: 31-731 42 107
Manufacturer of Digital Fonts
and Pictograms;
Corporate Identity Programs

Visual Graphics
Corporation
5701 N.W. 94th Avenue
Tamarac, FL 33321
(305) 722-3000
Manufacturer of Photo Typositor
and Original Typositor Film Fonts

Wang Laboratories, Inc.
One Industrial Avenue
Lowell, MA 01851
(508) 459-5000
Document Processing and
Office Automation Specialist

Tegra, Inc.

Xenotron, S.A.

Middlesex Technology Center
900 Middlesex Turnpike
Billerica, MA 01821
(508) 663-7435
Electronic Printing and
Imaging Systems

3, Rue Sandoz
B.P. 118
93130 Noisy-le-Sec
France
(1) 48 91 78 33
Manufacturer of Laser
Imagesetters

Tektronix, Inc.
Wilsonville Industrial Park
26600 S.W. Parkway
Wilsonville, OR 97077
(503) 682-3411
Ink Jet Printers 4692/4695/
4696, Laser Printer 4636,
Thermal Wax Printer 4693
Models, Phaser Printer Card
4530 and Quick Draw Printer
Driver

Ryobi Limited Printing
Equipment Division
762 Mesaki-cho
Fuchu-shi
Hiroshima-ken 72
Japan
03 257 1502
Text Display Phototypesetters

The Software
Construction Company

Polycutters Limited
25 Bridge Street
Rothwell, Kettering
Northants NN14 2JW
England
(0536) 712627

TypoGabor

Seaside Software
Incorporated

2900 B Longmire
College Station, D( 77845
(409) 696-5432

Clio Chigasaki 2-bankan #301
1-21-3 Higashikaigan-minami
Chigasaki, Kanagawa
Japan 253
81-467-83-4372

TypeMasters, Inc.
15 Union Hill Road
West Conshohocken, PA 19428
(215) 834-7840
Full Graphic Services
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Xerox Corporation
Xerox Font Center
880 Apollo Street
MS P2-83
El Segundo, CA 90245
(213) 333-6612
Fonts for Xerox Printing Systems

Xerox Corporation
Intran Operation
8400 Normandale Lake
Boulevard
Bloomington, MN 55431
(612) 831-0342
Digital Fonts, Xerox High-End
Printing Systems

For further information
write or call:

International
Typeface
Corporation
866 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212) 371-0699

Fax: (212) 752-4752
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(e.g., <!--ACTION-->) are comments.

[PM Zone]
http://popularmechanics.com/

Anything your typographic
heart desires.

Popular Mechanics' online presence,
another of the most visited sites on the
Web, uses a simple layout topped by
an "image map," which serves as a control panel for the site. Readers can click
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The PM Zone

on buttons in the image to get where
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that have recently begun to be supported by Web browsers. The page
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by Dimension X, San Francisco).

Darcy DiNucci writes about electronic publishing and design from her
office in San Francisco. Her book on designing for the World Wide Web
will be out this Winter from Peachpit Press.
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Precision Type's
Font Reference Guide TM.
version 5.0 is the most
comprehensive collection
of font software for
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electronic publishing
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ever produced. More
than 13,000 fonts

PRECISION TYPE
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from over sixty different
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RE_,FERENCE

foundries — Adobe Systems,
Agfa, Alphabets Inc,
Bitstream, The Font Bureau,

GUIDE

The Font Company, ITC,

VERSION 5.0
MOINNOPOWANONI

■omaim
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Letraset, Linotype-Hell,

....1111000NOMswoo■ortak

Monotype Typography,
Treacyfaces, URW and
many others — are displayed
in this 700 page book.
The Precision Type Font

aplci

Reference Guide is available
direct from Precision Type
or from any one of our

$39 95

TypeOnSite Remarketers
around the world.

The Complete Font Software Resource.
Precision Type Inc
47 Mall Drive

Precision

Commack, New York

Type

11725-5703
Precision Type, The Precision Type
Font Reference Guide,
The Complete Font Software Resource
and TypeOnSite are trademarks of
Precision Type Inc.
() 1995 Precision Type Inc

516.864.0167
fax 516.543.5721
FONTS USED: Flexure, Industria, Franklin Gothic
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EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT

34 OF THE MOST POPULAR TYPEFACES

Helvetica®

FROM THE LIBRARIES OF LINOTYPE-HELL AND ITC
New Century SchoolbookTM

ARE NOW AVAILABLE
FOR MACINTOSH IN THE QUICKDRAW GX-FORMAT

Palatino®

We've got the Fonts.
Times®

Linotype
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Courier

INSTANT VALUE:
ITC Avant Garde Gothic®

Because of the limited availability
of GX-savvy applications, we are
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SMALL CAPS ,Old Style Figures
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